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1. Iiuroiuaio»

Switching circuits are commonly classified as being either synchronous or asynchronous,
depending upon whether or not the signals in tho circuit are synchronized with some source
of fundamental frequency (or clock) which regulates the entire circuit. l\Iuch of the
mathematical theory of switching circuits and many design techniques have been limited to
synchronous circuits, because it is possible to predict the state (or condition) of a synchronous
circuit at the time of any given clock signal if one knows the initial state of the circuit and
its logical characteristics. As u result, many design problems may be handled by logical
algebra. However, in an asynchronous circuit it is not possible to predict the state immediately
resulting from a previous state from a knowledge of the logical characteristics of the circuit
alone, The resulting state may also depend upon the relative speeds of some of the logical
elements which comprise the circuit. The possibility of such "races" in asynchronous
circuits complicates the theory unless one is prepared to make definite assumptions concerning
clement speeds, and thus reduce the problem to the synchronous case, or else design one's
circuits so that only one logical element is able to change at a time.

,ve shall not attempt hero to extend the theory of synchronous circuits to cover the
asynchronous case, but rather develop a comprehensive theory of asynchronous circuits
which will differ from thnt of synchronous circuits in mnny fundamontal respects. One
of our main objects will be to describe the properties of circuits which are speed-independent
in the sense that their ultimate behavior does not depend upon tho relative speeds of their
clements. "7hat is meant by "ultimnte behavior" will be set down precisely in the Inter
discussion, and techniques for designing speed-independent circuits will be described toward
the end.

Existing theories of asynchronous circuits have been mostly concerned with what might
be called the "black-box" model of a circuit. One deals with a "black box" or circuit having
a number of inputs, a number of outputs, and a number of internal states. ,vhen the input
signals are changed, the circuit proceeds from its existing internal state to another uniquely
determined internal state and the outputs change accordingly. Ono must always assume
that no further change is made in the inputs until this second internal state has actually
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been achieved, for otherwise the behavior of the circuit would be indeterminate. The theory
treats the way the states and outputs change as a result of manipulating the inputs and in
most respects is similar to the corresponding theory of synchronous circuits.

The theory presented here is not a revision of the "black-box" theories but may be
regarded as a supplement to them, since it is concerned with the changes which the circuit
undergoes if the inputs, if any, are held fixed. It therefore deals with those transitions
which occur between input changes. It might also be used to describe the action of a circuit
which has no inputs of the type referred to above, for example, an automatic computer.
Since the inputs, if they exist, arc regarded as fixed in the present theory, they need not
appear explicitly in our description of a circuit and may be regarded as parameters affecting
the circuit's logical properties.

2. Descriptio«of a Oircuit
· In m~ idealized switching circuit the physical signal present at any point within the

circuit may assume one of a discrete set of values. '!'his physical signal may take the form
of a voltage, current, position, or other measurable quantity. Let us assume that n such
measurements arc sufficient to specify the state of the circuit so that any other measurements
may be uniquely detcrminecl from the given ti. These n signals will be denoted by symbols
such as Zi, z2, ••• , Zn, and the n-tuplc z = {z1, z2, ••• , Zn) "ill be taken as representing tho
state of the circuit.

Each signal z, may assume one of a discrete set of values S,. where the clements of S,
arc finite in number and totally ordered. They may therefore be set into correspondence
with the integers 0, 1, ... , k; - 1, where it is assumed that S, contains k, clements. The set
S of states is, thus, also finite and contains all n-tuples z whose components z, are taken
from the sets S;,

An important special case is that of the binary switching circuit in which a signal may
take one of but two possible values so that k, = 2 for each i = 1, 2, .... , n. Thus, in the
binary case the signal z, may be either O or 1, while in the general case it may ho nny member
of tho ordered set of values 0, 1, .•. , k, - 1. Tho binary case is so important that it would
hardly be worth while treating tho more general case were it not possible to do so with very
little additional difficulty.

In a relay switching circuit the signal z, may conveniently be taken as describing tho
position of the ith relay. If this relay is of tho usual two-position (open or closed) type, tho
signal will be binary, while a relay having k1 standard positions could be dcscribccl by the
more general type of signal.

In an electronic switching circuit tho signals arc usually interpreted ns voltages, and,
although it is true that voltages in a circuit change in n continuous fashion, one may assume
that each signal value merely specifics a range of voltage rather than nn exact voltage.
Naturally, we may use this simplified treatment of the signals only if tho behavior of tho
circuit is adequately described by the discrete signals.
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The switching properties of an ideaJized switchlng circuit can be 'expressed as a set of
functions

i = I, 2, ... , n,

where the dependent variables z/ lie in tho sets S,. Enc]i z/ is assumed to be uniquely
determined by the state z = (z1, z2, ••• , zn). In a binary circuit these functions will bo
Boolean functions since all signals are assumed to be either O or I. In an electronic circuit
these functions represent the individual logical clements which form tho circuit, and serve
to describe their interconnections; in n relay circuit these functions express the behavior of
the networks of contacts.

Our theory will therefore be concerned with the following concepts:

n signals z,, i = I, 2, ... , n, each taken from n set S, of k, ordered clements,
] '] ']lb . . 1. (2.1)w UC 1 WI e written 0, I, ... ', •., - I.

1.'bc s~t S of n-tuples of signals z = (z1, z2, ••• , z11), called stutes. {2.2)

n functions z/ = /,(z1, z2, ••• , zn) which define a mapping of S onto itself. {2.3)

A more genera] switching circuit will also be influenced by outside parameters or "inputs"
which should properly be included in (2.3) above. Since the present theory is concerned
only with the behavior of circuits during the time thnt such inputs (if present nt nil) are
held fixed, we need not include them explicitly in the functions {2.3).

3. Circuit Belmvior

·we now wish to set clown a mnthematica"l description of the behavior of an asynchronous,
or nonolocked, switching circuit. If the circuit is placed in n state a = (u1, a2, ••• , an), some
of tho signals will generally tend to change and the circuit will pass to another state b =
(b1, b2, ••• , bn). If the circuit' is synchronous this "next" state b will occur just one clock
interval later and will be uniquely determined by the functions (2.3). In fact, b will be just
a' = (ai', a2', ••• : a,.'). In an asynchronous circuit, on the other hand, there is no clock, or
source of fundamental frequency, and the relative times which the various signals tako to
change will depend on physical properties of the circuit clements and will be unrelated to
the logical properties expressed in (2.3). _l'hc state b is, thus, not nhmys uniquely determined
by tho functions (2.3) in the asynchronous case and, in general, may be any one of several
states depending on these relative speeds.

,ve wish to make no specific assumptiona concerning relative speeds of circnit clements
in the asynchronous case and we shall try to describe all possible states b into which tho
circuit may pass from n given stnte a. This concept is expressed in terms of n relation Bl:

a !Ji bmenus that each signal b, of b satisfies either a, < b, <a/or a, > b, > a/,
(3.1)depending upon whether a; < a/ or a; > a/.

Clearly a Bl a and a &la', but, in general, there may be other states b as well which
satisfy a ~ b, and in asynchronous-circuit theory all such "next" states will be regarded ns
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possible. If ono thinks of a, as tho existing signal and a,.' as a new signal toward which point
i is tending, then (3.1) may be thought of intuitively ns saying that in tho "next" state b
tho signal b, at point i may have changed so thnt it lies anywhere in the closed interval
a!toa/.

A partial allowed sequence of k states a(I), a(2), ... , a(k) is nny sequence of
k > l states which, whenever k > 2, satisfies a(j) fJl a(j + I) and a(j) :f= a(j + 1) (3.2)
for all j = I, 2, ... , k - I.

A partial allowed sequence is a sequence of states which is intended to describe the
possible behavior of a circuit which starts in state a(l) and passes through succeeding states
a(2), ... , a(k). 'l'ho circuit may go on to other states after reaching a(k) and so to complete
the description of the circuit's behavior we require:

An allowed sequence of states a(l), a(2), ... (which may be either finite or
infinite) is any sequence such that:

a(j) !7)l a(j + I) and a(j) -:/= a(j + 1) for nil consecutive pairs of states a(j),
a(j + 1) in tho sequence; and

there exists no signal ai(j) with a,(j) = a,(l.:) < a/(k) or ai(j) = a,(k) > a,'(l.:) for
all signa~sa,(k) with k > j.

An allowed sequence may be regarded as a possible s_equenceof states through which an
asynchronous circuit might pass if placed initially in state a(I). 1.'his definition (3.3) was
chosen because it was thought to best represent asynchronous-circuit behavior. Other
possible definitions may be more convenient from a mathematical standpoint but would fail
to yield a realistic theory. Condition (3.3b) requires that no point i in the circuit may retain
a signal a;(j) indefinitely if it is tending toward some other value ct,'(k) which remains either
greater than ai(j) or less than ai(j) for the rest of the sequence. We note thnt (3.3b) permits
a,(j) to remain fixed indefinitely if a/(j) is alternately greater and less than a,(j).

(3.3a)

(3.3b)

Any finite, consecutive set of states in an allowed sequence forms a partial ( )
allowed sequence.

3·4

If both a(l), a(2), ... , a(k) and a(k), ·a(k + 1), •.. , a(m) arc partial allowed ( w )

sequences, then a(l), a(2), ... , a(k), ..• , a(m) is a partial allowed sequence.
3,aa

If the sequence a(k), a(k + I), ... is an allowed sequence and a( 1 ), a(2), ... , a(k)
is a partial allowed sequence, then the composite sequence a(l), a(2), ... , a(k), . . . (3.5b)
is an allowed sequence.

Allowed sequences may be either finite or infinite, but if a finite sequence a(l),
a(2), ... , a(m) is allowed, then the terminal state a(m) must be an equilibrium (3.0)
state, that is, one for which a(m) = a'(m).

'£he statements above follow from the definitions of allowed and of partial allowed
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sequences. Statement (3.6) must hold in order to avold n. vlolation of (3.3b); (3.3b) also
restricts infinite allowed sequences, but in a more subtle way, as "ill be demonstrated later.

If an allowed sequence docs indeed represent a possible sequence of states through which
tho circuit might pass, then it should be possible to show that nt least one allowed sequence
exists which starts with any state a(l) as the initial state. If no allowed sequence exists,
then we must seek some other way of describing the behnvior of the circuit when placed in
state a(l).

Theorem 1: Given any state a(l), there must exist at least ono allowed sequence
a(l), a(2), ... haying a(l) ns its initial state.

Proof: Form the sequence a(l), a(2), .... by the following rules:
(1) let a(j + 1) = a'(j) if a'(j) =/= a(j);
(2) let the sequence terminate with a(j) if u'(j) = a(j). 'l'hat this sequence satisfies (3.3a)

may be seen from the property a(j) Bl a'(j); (3.3b) may also be seen to hold if one notes
that either a1(j) = a/(j) or else a,{j) =f: a/(j) = a,(j + I) so that either a,(k) = a/(k), with
k = j, or else a;(j) =/= a,(k), with k = j + I.

In the relation a Bl b we have expressed the notion that state b may come after stnte a
with no inten•cning states. ,ve now go on to define a new relation a F b which will indicate
that b may come after a but that intervening states may separate them.

a F b, read a is followed by b, means that a partial allowed sequence exists
having a as its first and b as its Inst state.

Two properties of the F relation may be immediately noted.

(3.7)

a F a for all states a.
We note that any state a by itself forms a partial allowed sequence.

a F b and b §" c implies a F e,

{3.Sa)

(3.Sb)
1.'he composite sequence a, ... , b, ... , c is a partial allowed sequence.

Unfortunately, the F relation does not produce a partial ordering of the states, since we
may have a§" band b §" a and yet a =I= b, A partial ordering may be constructedbetween
sets of states rather than states, in a manner described in the fo1lowing definition:

a C b means a F b and b §" a. (3.0)

Tlieorem 2: 8 is an equivalence relation.
Proof: We need only note that

a 8 a for all a,
a & b implies b 8 a,
a & b and b 8 o imply a 8 e,

which follow from the properties of F.

(3.IOa)
(3.10b)
{3.IOc)
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Since the states are finite in number, by construction, we sec that the If relation breaks
the set of states S into a finite number of nonvoid equivalence sets A, B, 0, ....

Two states a and b lie in the same equivalence set O if and only if a Cb. (3.11)

A !F B, read A is followed by B, means that there is a state a in A and a state
b in B such that a F b,

(3.12)

Theorem 3: If a is in A and b is in B, and if A !F B, then a :Y: b.
Proof: By (3.12) we can find a state a* in A and a state b* in B such that a* !F b",

Then since a !Fa*, a* F b*, b* !F b, we have a !F b. ·

Theorem 4: The 97 relation defines a partial ordering between equivalence sets.
Proof: ,Ye must show that

A ffe A for all A.
A ffe B and B !F O implies A !F 0.
A !F B and B !FA implies A = B.

These three properties may be easily deduced from (3.12) and Theorem 3.

(3.13a)
(3.13b)

(3.13c)

Since the number of equivalence sets is finite and partially ordered, there must exist at
least one maximum or final set .

.J.11 is a final set if and only if there is no set .J.ll* different from J.ll, such that ( )
.J.11 F .J.11*.

3·14

Given any equivalence set A there must exist at least one final set .1.lJ such
tl\at A !F u. (3.15)

If we deny (3.15) we may construct a sequence of sets A, A(l), A(2), ••. of indefinite length
such that A(j) !F A(j + 1) and A(j) ::/= A(j + I), and Involving no repetitions because of
partial ordering. This requires an infinite number of sets. Similarly, a minimum set may
be shown to exist, but such sets will have little importance in tho present theory.

Tlzeorem 5: a = a' (that is, a is an equilibrium state) if and only if its equivalence set
A is a final set containing just one state.

Proof: If a = a', then aP-1 b implies a = b. Hence A is a set containing just one state,
and consequently is a final set since A F B would imply a 97 b for n. state b in B. If A is
a final set containing just one state a, then, since a ~ a', we have either a' in B with
AFB, which is Impossible, or else a' in A, which means a = a'.

A pseudo-final set Pis an equivalence set of states p(l), •.. , 11(r) which is not
· ~nnl and for which ~here is ~10sigt~al. index i s~tch that p1(j) is con~tnnt ~,-~r all (a.lO)
J = 1, •.. , r, and either p1(3) < a, (3) for all J = I, .•• , r, or p,(J) > a, (:J) for
all j = I, ... , ,..

,ve note that a pseudo-final set must contain more than one state.
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Theorem 6: Any allowed sequence a(l), a{2), ... must contain a state a(m) such that nil
states a(m), a(m + 1), ... lie in the same equivalenco set T {called the terminal set of the
sequence), which is either final or pseudo-final.

Proof: Since the number of equivalence sets is finite, we see that tho number of sets
which arc represented in any allowed sequence is also finite. Hence there must be a state
a(m) such that nil equivalence sets in the entire allowed sequence are represented in the
partial allowed sequence a(l), a(2), ... , a(m). Now if a(m) is in T, then all states following
a(ni) must nls~ be in T. Otherwise, partial ordering of the sets would be violated.

"re must now show that Tis either finnl or pseudo-final. Assume that '1' is neither. In
this case we have either a,(m) = a1(/:) < a/(/,!) for some i and nll Ii > m, or a1(m) = a1(1.:) >
a/(/;) for some i and nil k 2:::. m, and consequently we have violnted (3.3/J).

In view of (3.15) we note that, if any initial state 1£ is chosen, we may always form an
allowed sequence starting with 1,, whose terminal set is final. A somewhnt stronger result
may be proved, however,

Tl1eorem 7: If u is any state and U is its oqulvalonco set, then, if '1' is any final or pseudo
final set such that U ~ T, an allowed sequence may be constructed starting with u whose
terminal set is T.

Proof: If Tis a final set and t(O) is any state in T, we may form a partial allowed sequence
tt, ... , t(O) by (3.7) nnd 'l'hcorcm 3. An allowed sequence starting with t may now be formed
by the method of 'l'hcorcm 1. Since T is finul, the sequence must be entirely in T; for if
some member of the sequence Hes in another set T, we would have T ~ T*. Now if we
combine these two sequences by (3.ub), we obtain the desirecl sequence tt, ••• , t{O), •••.

If T is a pseudo-final set, the same proof may be used provided we may form nn allowed
sequence starting with t(O) and lying entirely in T. 'l'his is done in the following paragraph.

Let t(O), l(l), ... , t(k) be the states in the pseudo-final set T. Construct ls + l partial
allowed sequences 1(0), ... , t(l); t(l), ... , t{2); t(2), ... , t(3); ... ; t(k - 1), ... , t(k);
t(k),.,., t(O); by use of (3.7). Since the states nt tho ends of these partial allowed sequences
match, they may be combined by (3.ua) into a single partial allowed sequence t{O), •.• ,
t(l), ... , 1(2), ... , ... , t(l;), ... , t(O) containing all states in T. Let us now repeat this
partial allowed sequence indefinitely, always letting the Inst member of tho previous. partial
allowed sequence be the first member of the next. 'l'his resulting sequence is allowed since
nil states in T arc present nnd (3.16) gives us (3.3b).

4. An Example of a Oircui:
As nn example, consider the binary circuit whose defining equations {2.3) arc tho Boolean

equations:
Z1' = Z2 V Z3,

I -z11 = z1,

%31 = Z,1{Z1 V Z2),
z.,.' = £3•

(4.1)
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'l'his circuit, if represented by a logical diagram, would consist of two "not" elements, an
"or" clement, and · a special element for producing the function z.,i(z1 V z2). They arc to
be connected as in Fig. 1, where E represents the special element.

If one writes the &1l relations between the sixteen states, and the corresponding ffe"
relations, it can be shown that there arc four equivalence sets. '!'hey may be designated by
A, B, 0, and D as follows:

A contains (0000), (0010), (OOll), (0100), (0110),
(0111), (1000), (lOll), (1100), (llll);

B contains (0001), (0101), (1001), (1101);
0 contnms (1110);
D contains (1010).

We have A !IF B, A !IF 0, A !IF D, and O !IF D.
,vc note also that B and D arc final sets while A is Fm. l. Logicaldiagram defined by .
pseudo-final and O is neither final nor p~cudo-final. Eqs. (4.l).
Since (1010) is an equilibrium state, we sec by Theorem 5 that its set contains no other state
and must be final.

If we start with the initial state (1111) we may illustrate some of the possible allowed
sequences:

(I) (1111), (1010);
(2) (1111), (lllO), (1010);
(3) (1111), (1101), (1001), (0001), (0101), (1101), (1001), ... ;
(4) (n n), (0111), (OllO), (0100), (1100), (1000), (0000),

(0010), (0110), (0100), ...•

The last two allowed sequences arc infinite, haYing cycles of four and six states, respectively,
Sequences (1) and (2) have the final set D as their terminal set. Since this set contains

just the equilibrium state (1010) we sec that both these allowed sequences arc finite. The
sequence (1) proceeds directly from A to D while (2) goes through the intermediate set 0
before terminating in D.

Sequence (3) goes from A to B, and since B is final this must be its terminal set. This
sequence enters a cycle of states in B and docs not terminate.

Sequence (4) remains, indefinitely, in the pseudo-final set- A. It may appear as if condition
(3.3b) is violated in the cycle because the fourth signal never changes after the first two
states; but since a.a'(/~) = a4(k) for states (0110) ancl (0010) we sec that no violation has
occurred.

5. Speed Independence

In the previous discussion we have sought to describe the behavior of n circuit by means
of the concept of an allowed sequence. In Theorem 6 we saw that the circuit eventually
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passes into n final or pseudo-final set of states, and stays in this set from then on. If the
terminal sot consists of one state, this means that the circuit goes to equilibrium and the
allowed sequence terminates. Otherwise the circuit may never reach equilibrium; but one
may regard the final or pseudo-final set, which perpetuates itself, as a sort of dynamic
equilibrium.

Of special interest arc those circuits in which the ultimate behavior of tho circuit docs
· not depend on the relative speeds of the clements. Such circuits, which will be called speed
indcpcndcnt, may be designed without regard to time tolerances and capacities of clements
and wiring. Hence they should be easier to design and more reliable than asynchronous
circuits which require time tolerances on the clements for proper operation.

'l'hcro remains the problem of selecting a suitable definition for speed-independence in
asynchronous circuits. Onomight choose the requirement that all allowed sequences starting
with a given initial state u shall terminate in an equilibrium state m. '!'his requirement has
been expressed before in slightly different terms by another author,1 and it has the advantage
that it ensures a unique final condition for the circuit. On the other hand, it precludes tho
possibility. of having speed-independent circuits which "cycle" indefinitely (within a final or
pseudo-final set), and for this reason we shall use a somewhat broader definition for speed
independenea,

A. circuit is said to be speed-independent with respect to an initial state tt if
there exists a final set .ill such that every allowed sequence beginning with u (5.1)

·· contains a state in .1.ll.

Tlteorem 8: If a circuit is speed-independent with respect to u, then the terminal set of
every allowed sequence starting with u must be jJ[,

Proof; Lot an allowed sequence under consideration be 11, o(l), a{2), ... , and let a(j) be
a state of the sequence which is in .1.ll. Then a(j), a(j + 1), ... must all lie in .,,l[; for if a(k)
with k > j is in .ill*, then .ill F .1.ll*, which is impossible. Thus .1.ll is the terminal set of all
allowed sequences starting with tt.

Theorem 8 shows that the ultimate behavior of tho circuit, when placed in state ti, will
not depend upon tho relative speeds of the clements. '!'hat is, wo interpret the rather loose
concept of ultimate behavior as meaning a specification of which terminal set is attained by
an allowed sequence. Thus if all allowed sequences starting with 1, have tho same terminal
set we mean that tho circuit will alwn.ys arrive, ultimately, nt a unique static or dynamic
condition.

Theorem9: A circuit is speed-independent with respect to u if and only if U, the set o(
tc, is followed by just one final set and no pseudo-final sets.
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Proof: Assume that U .fF J.lf, where .ill is final, and that U is followed by no other final
set and no pseudo-final sets. Then any allowed sequence u, a(l), a(2), ... must have •.11 as
its terminal set, for if the terminal set T of the sequence is not equal to .ill then U .fF T in
contradiction of the hypothesis.

Assume that the circuit is speed-independent with respect to u. Now if U .fF T, where
T is either final or pseudo-final but not equal to ..1.lI, we may construct an allowed sequence
whose initial state is tt and whose terminal set is T by Theorem 7. Since by hypothesis
this sequence contains a state m of J.ll, we have .M .fF T which contradicts the assumption
that J.lI is final.

When we face the involved problem of circuit design it becomes apparent that (5.1) is
not a convenient definition for speed-independence from the point of view of applications.
It is usually difficult to determine whether or not a given circuit is speed-independent since
the number of states, sets, and allowed sequences starting with _an initial state 1t may be
very great. Therefore, in the following paragraphs we shall discuss other conditions which
do not have this disadvantage yet imply speed independence.

One such condition which has been used by other authors1,2 is:

A circuit is totally sequential with respect to an initial state u if and only if
there is only one allowed sequence starting with ti.

(5.2)

This condition docs imply speed-independence since U, the set of tt, is followed by some
final set .1.lI. Hence, by Theorem 7, the single allowed sequence starting with tt mnst have
terminal set .JI.

If we assume that u, a(l), a(2), ... is the only allowed sequence starting with u, then we
must have tt B£ a(l), ..• , a(j) B£ a(j + I), ... , but there can be no other state b(j + I)
such that a(j) B£ b(j + I). Thus a(j + I) = a' (j), and by (3.1) we see that there is at most
one sigrinl a,(j) of a(j) for which ai{j) ::/= a,'(j). For this signal we must have either a;(j) =
a,'(j) + I or a1(j) = a/(j) - I. 'fhus, only one signal tends to change at a time in a totally
sequential circuit, so that no circuits can be totally sequential and have parallel changes
occur in them. Many modern computers use just such parallel changes to achieve their
extraordinary speeds. Therefore we seek some other condition to impose on our circuits
which is Jess restrictive thnn that they be totally sequential.

A circuit is scn1imodular with respect to an initial state 1, if and only if for all (- 3)
states b and e such that tt .fF b and b PA c the relation o fi-' b' also holds. o.

The name "semimodulnr" was given to this condition because of its connection with a
semimodular lattice, which "ill be discussed later. An immediate consequence of (5.3) is the
property that for any three states a, b, and o such that tt Fa, a PA b, and a PA c there must
be a fourth state d such that b PA d and c PA d. We see that d = a' has these properties.
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A more useful state d of this type is defined as follows:

If a circuit is semimodular with respect to ti and u /IF a, a Bf b, and a Bf c, then
the stated = ..tll[a;b,e] is defined componentwise by

d, = max (b,, c,) if a, < a/, {5.4a)
and

d, = min (b1, c1) if a, > a,'.

'l'his definition is not inconsistent in case a, = a/, since then a, = b, = e,.

{5.4b)

Theorem 10: In (5.4a,b), a Bf d, b Bf d, and c· Bf d.
Proof: Since b, and c, both satisfy the conditions of (3.1), we sec that cl, must also and

hcncea Bid. Now,ifa1 <.b1 <a/,wcluwcb, :::;,d, <a,'.::;;,b/by(5.3)and(3.l). Similarly,
if a, > b, > a/, we have b, > d1 > a,' ? b/. However, if b, = <i,', then we have b, = d,.
Hence in any case we sati~fy (3.1), giving b Bl d. Similarly, c Bf d.

Tlteorem 11: In a circuit semimodular with respect to u, let 1' /IF a(O) and Jct a(O), a{l), ... ,
a(k) be a partial allowed sequence. If a(O) Bf b(O), then we may define a sequence b(O), b(l),
••• , b(k) where b(j) = .1ll[a(j - I); a(j), b(j - l)] whenj = I, 2, ... , ls,

Proof: Since tt !F a(O), a(O) Bl a(l), and a(O) Bl b(O), we may form b(l) and by Theorem 10
we have a(l) Bl b(l). Assume that b(j) may be defined as in Theorem 11 and that a(j) Bl b(j).
Then, since ti !F a(j) by (3.Sb) and a(j) Bf a(/+ 1), we may define b(j + I) and by Theorem
IO we have a(j + I) Bl b(j + 1). Hence by induction we may define b{j) for j = I, 2, ... , k,

Tl1eore1n 12: A circuit which is semimodular with respect to u is speed-independent
with respect to 1,.

Proof: We shall make use of Theorem O and show that U, the set of u, is followed by
just one final and no pseudo-final sets.

'I'o show that U is followed by just one final set let us assume that there arc two distinct
final sets .1.ll and .111* such that U !F .1.ll and U !F .1ll*. By (3.7) and Theorem 3 we form a
partial allowed sequence u, a(l), a(2), ... , a(k),'m, where tn is n state in J.11. Let tn* be some
state in .J.ll*. Now u SF m* by Theorem 3 but m :P' tn* (m* docs not follow m), since .11/ is
a flnnl set. Let a(j + 1) be the first state in tho sequence for which a(j + 1) SC m*. (Take
a(O) = 1, and a(k + I) = m for notational convenienco.) Thus a(j) § m*. Construct a
partial allowed sequence a(j), b(l), b(2), ... , b(li), m*. (Again let b(O) = a(j) and b{li + I) =
1n* for notational convenlonce.) By 'l'heorcm 11 WQ may define e{l) = .i1J[a{j); a(j + I), b(l)]
and e(p) = ..tll[b(p - l); b(1>), e(p - l)] for p·= 2, 3, ... , Ii+ I. Also, by Theorem IO we
have a(j + I) Bl e(l) f!ll c(2) Bl··· Bl e(li + 1). Now we obtain a{j + I) F e{h + 1) by
(3.Sb). Also c(li + I) ¥= m* since a(j + I) :7 m* and, by Theorem IO, m* = b(li + 1) and
b(li + I) !F c(li + 1). 'l'hus .1.l/* cannot be final, in contradiction of our hypothesis.

Next assume that U is followed by u pseudo-final set T composed of states t(O), t{I), ... ,
t(k). Since T is not final there must be some set· D =I= 2' such that T § D. Construct n
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partial allowed sequence t(O), ... , d, where d is a state in D. Let q(O) be the first state in
this sequence which is not in T. Thus, we have t(j) 1H q(O) for some state t{j) in T which
directly precedes q in the sequence. We lose no generality by making j = 0, since the
numbering of the states in Tis arbitrary. Thus we take t(O) 1H q(O).

Construct a partial allowed sequence t(O), ... , t(l), ... , t(k), ..• , t(O) in the mnnner of
the proof of Theorem 7, so that all states in T appear in the sequence. States in this partial
allowed sequence may be renamed p(O), p(l), p(2), ... , p(r), p(O), where p(O) = t(O) and
all the other li states have been renamed as one or more of the states p(j). Since u F p(O)
by Theorem 3, we may define q(j) = .M[p(j - l); p(j), q(j - l)] for j = 1, 2, ... , r and
q(r + 1) = .M[p(r);p(O), q(r)] by use of Theorem 11. By Theorem 10 we have q(O) l!,l q(l)
e£ · · • 1H q(1' + 1). By (3.Sb) we have q(O) F q(1' + 1). Now q(r + 1) cannot lie in T, for if
so we would have p(O) 1H q(O) §' q(r + 1) and q(O) would also lie in T. Thus p(O) i= q(r + 1),
so that p(O) and q(r + 1) must differ in at least one signal, say p,(O) i= q,(r + 1). This
implies p1(j) #, q;(j) for aUj = 0, 1, ... , 1', forifp,(j) = qi(j) thcnp,(j + 1) = q.(j + I) by
(5.4a,b) and hence by induction p,(O) = q,(,· + I), which violates our assumption.

We assume now that p,(O) < q,(O). Then it follows that p;(j) < q,(j) < p,'(j) for all
j = 0, 1, ... , r. For assume that it is true for j = 0, 1, ... , s. Then, since p(.s) ·IR q(s) and
p,(s) < q,(.s) < p,'(s), we have q,(s + 1) = max [p,(s + I), q,(s)]. But q,(s + I) ,:/:, p,(s + 1)
and p(s + 1) e£ q(s + 1) so p,(.s + I) < q,(s + 1) < p/(.s + 1). Since p.(j) < p/(j) for all
j = 0, 1, ... , r, we have p,(O) <p,(l) < · · · <p,(r) <p,(O). Hence p,(O) = p,(j) <p/(j)
for all j = 0, 1, ..• , r, so that t,(O) = t,(j) < t/(j) for all j = 0, 1, ... , k, This contradicts
the assumption (3.16) that Tis pseudo-final.

If, on the other hand, we assume that p,(O) > q,(O), we may make a similar argument
with the sense of the inequalities reversed and giving t,(O) = t,(j) > t,'(j) for nllj = 0, 1, ... , k:
This also contradicts assumption (3.16).

The condition (5.3) for scmimodularity is a convenient one to use, since it is defined with
respect to individual transitions which may occur between states and does not refer to
allowed sequences and the system of states as a whole. These transitions may be examined
individually to sec if they satisfy b &l a' whenever a &l b, but no such method seems possible
if (5.1) is used. It is true that (5.3) is more restriotlve than (5.1) but, in practice, no useful
circuits have been found which satisfy the weaker and not the stronger condition. Parallel
changes, for example, may occur under (5.3), and common computer circuits such as counters,
parallel adders, and shifting registers have been designed subject to it. Although circuit
design techniques will be discussed in a future paper, wo should note that all these techniques
require at least the assumption of semimodulnrity.

6. Lenutli of an IR-Sequence
Partial allowed sequences in circuits which are semimodular with respect to an initial

state 1, (such ~ circuit "ill be abbreviated sm [u]) exhibit important length properties. In
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order to study these properties, however, it is convenient to treat a somewhat more general
sequence, called an &t'-sequence.

An Bl-sequence a(l), a(2), ... , a(k) is any finite sequence of states in which ( )
a(i) &l'a(i + I) for nll i = 1, 2, ..• , k - I. O.l

We note that this definition is more general than the definition of a partial allowed
sequence (3.2), since the restriction a(i) ,f: a{i + I) has been removed. Therefore, any
partial allowed sequence is an Bl-sequence. Also, for any Bl-sequence we can find o.
corresponding partial allowed sequence if subsequences consisting of equal states are
replaced by single states.

In an Gt'-sequencc a(l), a(2), .•. , a(k) we say that a consecutive pair of states
a(i), a(i + 1) is redundant if and only if a(i) = a(i + 1).

Thus, a partial allowed sequence is an &t'-sequence having no redundant pairs.

Given any &t'-sequcncc a(l), a(2), ..• , a(k), we define nn n-dimensional "length"
vector L[a(l), a(2), ... , a(k)] recursively by:

L[a(l)] = (0, 0, ... ,O); (0.3a)

L[a(i), a(i + l)] = (l1, Z2, ••• , Zn), where l, = ia,(i + I) - a1(i* {6.3b)

L[a(l), a(2), ... , a(i + I)] = L[a{l), a(2), ... , a(i)] + L[a(i), a(i + I)]. (0.3o)

(0.2)

Componentwise vector addition is assumed in (6.30). One may interpret the ith component
of L[a(l), a(2), ••. , a(k)] as the sum of the magnitudes of tho changes that have occurred
in the ith signal while passing through the Bl-sequence a(l), a{2), •.. , a(k).

In the succeeding discussion tho following vector operations will be needed:

L[a(l), a(2), ... , a(k)] < L[b(l), b(2), ..• , b(t)] means that each component of
L[a(l), a(2), , a(k)] is less than or equal to the corresponding component of {6.4)
L[b(l), b(2), , b(t)].

L[a(l), a(2), ... , a(k)] v L[b{l), b(2), •.. , b(t)] is a vector whose components arc
the pairwise maxima of the corresponding components of L[a{l), a{2), ..• , a(k)] (0.5)
nnd L[b(l), b(2), ••. , b(t)].

L[a(l), a(2), ... , a(k)] A L[b(I), b{2), ... , b(t)] is a vector whose components arc
the pairwise minima of the corresponding components of Lla{l), a(2), •.• , a-(k)] nnd (0.6)
L[b(I), b(2), •.. , b(t)].

Several properties of such vectors mny be readily verified. They nre:

L[a(l), a(2), ... , a(j), , a(k)] = L[a(l), a(2), , a(j)] + Lia{j), a(j + 1), ... , a(k)]; (0.7)

L[a(l), a(2), , a(j)] < Lfa(I), a(2), , a(k)] whenever j < k; (0.8)

L[a(l), a(2), •.. , a(k)] = 0 if and only if a(j) = a(l) for all j = I, 2, ... , k: (6.0)
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As a consequence of (6.7) and (6.0) the length of an Si-sequence is unchanged if it is
contracted to form a partial allowed sequence as described in tho first part of this section.

Some properties of the state .ill[a;b,o] were developed in the discussion following (5,2).
Further properties concerned with length vectors may now be described.

Theorem 13: In an sm [1,] circuit let t& ~ a, a PA b, and a PA c, If we write d = J.11 [a;b,c],
then L[a,d] = L[a,b,d] = L[a,o,d] = LLa,b] V L[a,o].

Proof: By Theorem 10, a !JJl d, b &t d, and c &l d, so that expressions for L[a,d],
L[a,b,d], and L[a,c,d] may be written. Now by the definition of ..M[a;b,o] given in (5.4a,b), if
a, < a/ we have either a, < b, < c, = d, or a; < C; < b, = d, or both. In either case

la, - a,1 = Id, - b;I + lb, - a,I = Id; - c;I + lo, - a,I = max [jb, - a,1, le; - a,ll, (6.10)

Similarly, if a; > a/ we have either a, > b, > o1 = d, or a, > o, > b, = d, or both, and
(6.10) still holds.

Since any &l-sequcnce can be contracted to a partial allowed sequence, we note that if
u ~ a(l) and if a(l), a(2), ... , a(k) is an &f-scqucncc then ti F a(i) for all i = 1, 2, ... , 1.:.
We may therefore extend Theorem 11 to yield:

Let u F a(l,l) in an sm [u] circuit and Jet a(l,I), a(I,2}, ... , a(I,j) and a(l,l),
a(2,l), ... , a(i,l) be two &l-scqucnces. We may then define a(r,s)= ..tll[a(r - I, (6.11)
s - I); a(r - I, s), a(r, B - I)] recursively for r = 2, 3, ... , i and B = 2, 3, ... , j.

Tho results given in Theorem 13 and (6.11) may now ho used to generalize Theorem 13 to:

'I'heorem 14: Under the assumptions of (6.11),

L[a(l,l), a(l,2), ... , a(l,j), a(2,j), .•. , a(i,j)]
= L[a(l,l), a(2,l), , a(i,l), a(i,2), ... , a(i,j)]
= L[a(l,l), a(l,2), , a(l,j)] v LLa(l,l), a(2,l), ... , a(i,l)].

Proof: The theorem holds trivially when either i = I or j = 1. Let us assume ~hat it
holds if indices (i,j) arc replaced by (i - l,j - 1), (i - l,j), or (i,j - I) and prove the
result by induction. By Theorem 13we have:

L[a(i - l,j - 1), a(i,j - I), a(i,j)].
= L[a(i - l,j - 1),a(i - l,j), a(i,j)] (6.12)
= L[a(i - l,j - 1), a(i,j - l)] v L[a(i - l,j - 1),a(i - l,j)],

We have assumed that

L[a(l,I), a{I,2), ... , a(l, j - I), a(2, j - 1), ... , a(i - 1, i>: l)]
= L[a{I,l), a(2,I), , , • , a(i - I, I), a(i - I, 2), ... , a(i - 1, j - l)]. (0.13)
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Use is nowmade of the followingproperty of numericalvectors:

If tv, x, y, and z are numericalvectors and x Vy = z, then (x + w) V (y + w) = (O.I4)
z+w.

Usingproperties (6.14)and (6.7)we suitably add terms of (6.13)to {6.12)and obtain:

L[a(l,l), a(l,2), .• ,, a(l, j - 1), a(2,j - 1), ... , a(i,j - l)] + L{a,(i, j - 1), a{i,j)]
= L[a(l,l), a(2,l), ... , a(i - 1, 1), a(i - 1, 2), ... , a(i - 1, j)]

+ ~[a(i - l,j), a(i,j)] (6.15)
= L[a(l,l), a(l,2), ..• , n(l, j - 1), a(2, j - 1), , a{i, j - l)]

v L[a(l,l), a(2,l), ... , a(i - 1, I), a{i - 1, 2), , a{i - l,j)].

But by the lnductlon hypothesison (i,j - I) weheve

L[a(l,l), a(l,2), ... , a(l,j - 1), a(2,j .; 1), ... , a(i,j - l)]
= L[a(l,l), a{2,l), ... , a(i,l), a{i,2), ... , a(i,j - l)] (6.16)
= L[a(l,1), a(l,2), ..• , a(i,j - 1)] V L[a(l,l), a{2,l), ..• , a(i,l)];

and on (i - 1,j),

L[a(l,l), a(l,2), ..• , a(l,j), a(2,j), •.. , a(i - 1, j)]
= L[a(l,1), a{2,l), ... , a(i - 1, I), a(i - 1, 2), , a(i - l,j)] (6.17)
= L[a(l,l), a(l,2), . , , , a(l,j)] V L[a{l,I), a(2,l), , a(i - 1, l)].

Substituting (6.16)and (6.17)in (6.15)weobtain:

L[a(l,l), a,(2,1),•.• , a(i,l), a{i,2), ... , a{i,j - I)]+ L[a(i,j - I), a(i,j)]

= L[a(l,l), a(l,2), .•• , a(i,j), a(2,j), ... , a(i - l,j)] + L[a{i - l,j), a(i,j)]

= L[a(l,l), a(l,2), .•• , a(l,j - 1)) V L[a(l,l), a(2,1), ..• , a(i,I)]
(6.18)

V L[a(l,l), a(l,2), .•. , a(l,j)] v .L[a(l,l), a(2,l), .•. , a(i - 1, l)].

In this expressionwemake use of a further property of numerical vectors.

If x and y are numericalvectors and if x < y, then x Vy = y. (6.19)

The first and fourth terms in the last expression of (6.18)are respectively less than the
third and second terms, so that {6.18)may be reduced to the equations of Theorem 14 by
use of (6.7)and (6.8). Thus, by induction, Theorem 14 holdsfor all i andj, and the theorem
is proved.

7. Oumulative Statea
The result contained in Theorem 14 may be used to simplifythe theory of semimodular

circuits and express it in a nowform whichpermits many of the properties or such circuits
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to be easily demonstrated. This reformulation involves introducing the notion of a
cumulative state (to be abbreviated 0-state), which not only determines the state of the
circuit but also the important features of the partial allowed sequence through which the
circuit passed in reaching this state.

A cumulative state (or 0-statc) a of a partial allowed sequence 'It, a(l), a(2), .•. , (7 l)
a(k), a in an sm[u] circuit is defined as L[u, a(l), a(2), ... , a(k), a]. •

A 0-statc, thus, is an n-dimensional vector having nonnegative integral components,
since it is equal to the length of a partial allowed sequence. Although a partial allowed
sequence whose length is a must exist in order to define the 0-statc a, we note. that more
than one such sequence may exist, as was demonstrated in Theorem 13. The stnte u in (7.1)
is called the initial state and a the terminal state corresponding to a and its partial aliowcd
sequence.

Theorem 15: In an sm [u] circuit if a is a 0-state having initial state u, then the terminal
state of a is uniquely determined independently of which partial allowed sequence is used
to define a.

Proof: This result is proved trivialiy in the binary case, because the components of a
are simply the numbers of changes which have occurred in the signals while passing from u
to the terminal state. Thus the respective signals of this terminal state will either agree or
disagree with those of u, depending upon whether an even or an odd number of changes
have occurred and consequently upon whether the corresponding components of a are even
or odd.

In tho general case we must use Theorem 14 to prove uniqueness. Let us assume two
partial allowedsequences correspond to a so that

a = L[u, a(l,2), a(l,3), ... , a(I,j)]
= L[u, a(2,l), a(3,l}, ..• , a(i,l)].

Then by Theorem 14 we may form Bt'-sequenccssuch that

L[tt, a(l,2), a(l,3), ... , a(l,j), a(2,j), .•. , a(i,j)]
= L[u, a(l,2), a(l,3), .•• , a(I,j)] v L[zt, a(2,l), a(3,l), ... , a(i,l)] = a Va = a.

Thus we have
a + L[a(I,j), a{2,j), ... , a(i,j)] = a;

hence
L[a(l,j), a(2,j), ... , a(i,j)] = 0

by (6.7), and (6.0) yields a(l,j) = a(i,j). A similar argument gives us a(j,l) = a(i,j), and the
two terminal states are identical. ·
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Since tho terminal state is determined by the 0-state (and the initial state u) we shall
use the notation t(n) to represent tho terminal state corresponding to a or, when convenient,
use the same letter designation (in this case a = t(a)) for it.

Of particular interest are tho relations between the 0-states which have a particular
state u as their initial state. The set of such 0-states (which may be infinite) will be called
O[u]. Such a set of 0-states will be shown to form a semimodular lattice under a suitable
ordering. It is for this reason that we have used the term semimodulnr in the description

of circuits.
Tho set O[u] will be used to display the properties of semimodular circuits more easily

and completely than is possible merely using the notion of allowed sequences.
We begin by defining tho .fF relation with respect to 0-states:

If a and b arc in 0['1i], with terminal states a and b respectively, we define a :J: b
to moan that there exists a partial allowed sequence a, a(l), a{2), ... , a.(k), b such (7.2)
that L[a, a(l), a{2), .•• , a(k), b] + a = b.

Using this definition and (7.1) we may restate Theorem 14 as follows.

If a and bare in O[zi], then c = a Vb is in O[u], and a :J: c and b !IF c. (7.3)

This theorem in the form given above is now used to show that O[u] is a lattice under

the :J: relation.

i.

Theorem 16: Given a and bin O[ii], then a :J: b if and only if a < b.
Proof: Assume a fF b so that by (7.2) there is a partial allowed sequence a, a(l),

a(2), ... , a(k), b such that L[a, a(l), a.(2), ... , a(k), b] + a = b. Since the length vector has
nonnegative components we have a < b.

Assume a < b, Then a V b = b and, by {7 .3), a !F a V b = b, and tho theorem is proved.

. i
I

We see from Theorem 16 that the clements of O[u] are partially ordered under the
relation, since it is equivalent to the < relation of numerical vectors, which defines a partial

ordering.
By combining (7.3) and Theorem 10 we may extend Theorem 14 further, to another

form. This form of Theorem 14, given in 'l'heorem 17, provides a simpler and more natural
way of stating this basic concept.

Theorem 17: If a and b arc in 0[1t], then a Vb is in O(u] and is their least upper bound
under the !F relation.

Proof: That a Vb is an upper bound in.O[tt] follows from (7.3). It is also a least upper
bound since it is a numerical least upper bound, and by Theorem 16 this is equivalent to
its being a least upper bound under the :J: relation. Hence, we shall use the notation a u b
(tho least upper bound of a and b) interchangeably with a Vb.
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Theorem 18: If a and b arc in G[u], then their greatest lower bound (written a f'\ b) in
G[u] exists.

Proof: The set of all 0-statcs m such that m :Fa and m :F bis finite since all such m
must have nonnegative integral components which arc all less than or equal to the corre
sponding components of a. Let us designato these 0-states as m(l), m(2), ... , m(j). This
set is nonempty since we may form a 0-state 0, whoso components arc all zero, from the
partial allowed sequence consisting only of the initial state 'It. By Theorem 1G O :F x for nil
x in O[u] and, therefore, is a lower bound of a and b. Now form m(l) U m(2) U · • • U
m(j) = c. By Theorem 17 we have c :F a and c :F b, and yet m(i) §' c for all m(i). Hence
C = a ('\ b.

Combining the results, Theorems 16, 17, and 18, and tho discussion of O in the foregoing
proof we have:

Theorem 19: O[tt] is a lattice with a zero under the partial ordering relation F.
It should be observed at this point that a f'\ b, while the greatest lower bound of a and

b in O['lt] is not necessarily the numerical intersection a Ab. This latter vector may not be
a 0-statc in O[u], although, if it is, the two intersections arc equal by Theorem 16.

,ve now wish to show that the lattice of Theorem IO is o. semimodular lattice. This is
done most easily by introducing an fJl relation among the 0-states in O[u]:

a fJl b means a fJl band b = L[a,b] + a. (7.4)

Herc it is understood that a= t(a) and b = t(b). By (7.1), we note that if a is in O[u]
and a fJl b we may always form b in O[u] so that a fJl b. Thus we may go on to define

a' = L[a,a'] + a, (7.5)

for any a in O[u], since a fJl a' by (3.1). By (7 .4) we sec that a fJl a' for all a. Using these
definitions we may parallel some of tho results in Secs. 3 and 6, with the 0-statcs in O[u]
replacing the states of S. The following theorem is analogous to (3.1):

Tlteorem 20: a fJl b if and only if a < b < a'. (Noto thnt by Theorem 1G this condition
is equivalent to a§' b §' a'.)

Proof: If a Bl b we have a fJl b, so that for each signal we have either a, < b; < a/ or
a, > b, ~ a,' and in either case lb, - a,1 ~ la,' - a,I; but since a fJl b and a st a' this
implies lb; - a;I = b, - a, nnd la, - a,' = a; - a,', where a,, b,, and a,' are tho ith
components of a, b, and a'. Thus b < a' and, since lb, - a,I > 0, we have a < b.

Assume next that a < b < a'. Construct a state b* as follows: Let b,* = a, + (b, - a,)
if a, < a,' and let b,* = a, - (b, - n;) if a, > a,'. Then, since la,' - a,I = a,' - a,, we
have a, ~ b,* < a,' if a, < a,', and a, > b1* > a,' if a, > a,'. Hence a fJl b*. But b'* = b
since L[a,b*] = b - a, nnd (7.4) is therefore satisfied.
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Theorem 21: If a fJl b then b fJl a'.
Proof: This result is analo.gousto (5.3). From (5.3) we have b fJl a'. We need only

show that L[b,a'] + b = a'. Since la/ - b,I + jb, - a,1 = la/ - a,j by (3.1), we have

L[a,b] + L[b,a'] = L[a,a']
nnd

L[b,a'] = L[a,a'] - L[a,b] = {a' - a) - (b - a)
= a' -b.

Theorem 22: If a fJl c and a ::;; b < c, then a fJl b fJl c.
Proof: By Theorem 20, c < a', so a< b < a' and hence a fJl b. Also, by Theorem 21,

b fJl a', so a' < b' and hence b::;;c < a' < b' and b fJl c.

Theorem 23: If a fJl b and a fJl c then a fJl (b u c).
Proof: Since a < b < a' and a < c < a', we have a < b u c < a'; hence a fJl (b u c)

by Theorem 20.

Tlteorem 24: If a fJl band a fJl c, then b f"\ c = b Ac.
Proof: While Theorems 21, 22, and 23 nre analogous to properties of the states of S

which were given in Secs. 3 and 5, the result, Theorem 24, is not. Since a fJl b and a fJl c
we may define n. stated us follows:

I
d, = min [b,,o,],
s, = max [b,,o,],

if
if

a,< a/;
a, > a,'.

Since b, and o, both satisfy the conditions of (3.1), we see that d, does too and a fJl d. Also
Id, - a,1 = min [lb, - a,l, lc, - a,ll, so L[a,d] = L[a,b] A L[a,c] and, ifwe let d =a+ L[a,d],
then, by (6.14),d = b Ac. Thus b Ac is in O[u], and since it is a numerical greatest lower
bound we sec that b f"\ c = b A c.

It is now possible to prove:

Theorem 25: The Iattice O[u] is scmimodular.
Proof: A lattice is said to be semimodulnr if the followingcondition is satisfied:

If x, y, and a are three elements such that x and y cover a and x ::j::. y, then
x Uy covers x and y.3

In the present lattice O[u] we express tho "covers" relation as follows:

If rands are in O[u], then s covers r if and only if r !!F s, r ::j::. s, and r Ft F s { )
. 1· 'tl .a 7.7imp res e1 ier r =tor t = s.

(7.6)

We now seek to prove (7 .6). First we show that x covers a "impliesa fJl x, Since a F x,
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there is a partial allowed sequence from a to x such that L[a, a(I), ... , a(k), x] = x - a.
But this implies tbnt a(I) =a+ L[a, a(I)] is such that a Si a(I) § x, and by (7.7) this
means that a(l) = x, so that the partial allowed sequence contains only two members, a
and x. Hence a Si x. Similarly a Si y, and, by Theorem 23, a Si x u y.

Secondly,we show that x u y covers x. Let b be any 0-state such that x F b F x U y.
Now, by Theorem 22 we have a Sib and by Theorem 24, y rib = y Ab. Using the
distributive properties of numerical vectors,

X v (y Ab) = (x Vy) A (x Vb) = (x Vy) A b = b,

Since a F y Ab ffe y, by (7.7), either y A b = a or y A b = y, so in the former case
X =XV a= XV (yAb)= b, and in the latter, XV y =XV (yAb)= b. Hence XV y
covers x by (7.7), and similarly x Vy covers y.

An alternative proof of Theorem 25 may bo obtained if a closer investigation is made
into the nature of tho "covers" relation.

Theorem 26: b covers a if and only if there is one component index i such that b, =
a,+ I and b, = a1 whenever j :/= i.

Proof: If b, = a, + I and b, = a, whenever j :/= i, then a ffe b by Theorem IO and,
since the 0-states must have integral components, (7.7) is satisfied so that b covers a.

If, on the other hand, b covers a, then, by the proof of Theorem I0, a Si b and a Bl b.
Since a :/= b there must be some signal index i such that a, < b., Thus b, - a, =
lb, - a,I > 0, and either a, < b, < a,' or a, > b, > a/. Define a state b* in S by letting
b,* = a1 for j :/= i and bi* =a,+ I if a, < a,' but b,* = a, - I if a, > a/. To show that
b* is in S we note that b,* is in S1, since a1 is in S1, and b,* is in S,, since either a, < b,* < a/
or a, > b, > a/ and both a, and a/ are in S,. Thus we may write a fJl b*, and, if we lot
b* = a + L[a,b*], then a fJl b*. But b* < b, so a ffe b* ffe b, and since a :f=. b we must
have b* = b by (7.7). However, b* has the properties required of bin Theorem 26.

Tho proof of Theorem 26 is unique in that it requires tho construction of n state b* in S,
and thus makes use of the assumption (2.2) that S is tho set of all n-tuples of signals taken
from the sets S,. It is true that constructions have been used before; specificnlly they have
been used in (5.4)and Theorem 24. In these two constructions somewhat weaker assumptions
were involved, as we shall sec.

In the original choice of signals (2.l) and functions (2.3) the nssumption (2.2) amounts
to assuming that these signals arc independent of each other, so that not only do they
describe tho st-ateof the circuit, but this description is not redundant. This puts tho burden
on the circuit designer to make certain that the signals ho uses to describe the circuit are
independent in the sense that ho is not using two or more signals to measure some quantity
which could be measured by one signal. If two signals were not independent in this sense,
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the effect would be to make the value of one signal uniquely dependent upon the value of
the other, and the states of S would be correspondingly limited. Now in the constructions
of (5.4) and 'I'heorcm 24 such dependence between signals is not violated, while in Theorem
26 it is. Thus the assumption of independence of the signals has not been used except in
the proof of Theorem 26.

A further assumption is also involved in Theorem 26 which is not used elsewhere; it is
that all the signal levels z, in the sets 81 may actually occur. This means that the designer
must be sure that the k, signal levels in each set S, are realizable in the actual circuit, In
(5.4) nnd Theorem 24 only signal. levels in existing states are used in the construction of
new states, while in Theorem 26 a new signal level may be introduced.

Thus we sec that new assumptions which were not used in the proofs of previous results
occur in the proof of Theorem 26. It is for this reason that the proof of Theorem 25 was
made independently of Theorem 26. A simpler proof that O(u] is semimodular may be
obtained if we use Theorem 26.

Alternative proof of Theorem 25: We wish to show that, if x and y cover a, then x Uy
covers x and y. By Theorem 26 there are two signal indices i and j such that X; = a; + I
and x, = ak if k-:/= i, and y1 =a,+ I and YJ: = ak if k -:/=j. We see that i -:j:.j, since in
the hypothesis of Theorem 25 x-:/= y. Thus if x Uy= b we have b, =a;+ 1 and b, =
a1 + I, bk = a, if/.; -:f:. i and k -:/= j. Therefore, by Theorem 26, b covers x and y.

Another theorem thnt involves the construction of a state, and will be needed later on,
is the following:

Theorem 27: Let a be a 0-state in O{t&] for which a, -:¢:. a/. Then there exists a 0-state b
in C[u] such that b, = a, for j -:/= i, and b, = a, + 1.

Proof: Lot a be the terminal state of a. Since a, =I=- a,', then either a, <a/or a, > a/.
In the former case define the state b by b1 = a1 for j -:/= i and b1 =a,+ I. Then bis a state
in 8, since a PA b, and the 0-statc b = a + L[a,b] satisfies the theorem. If, on the other
hand, a1 > a/, then the state b would be defined as b, = a1 for j -:/= i and b, = a, - 1.

,vc note that under the hypothesis of Theorem 27 b covers a as a consequence of
Theorem 26.

To illustrnto the relation between states and 0-stntes, consider tho example of the
following binary circuit:

(7.8)
r •

Z3 = Z1,

This circuit, if represented by a logical diagram, would consist of two "not" clements
and a special clement C for producing the function z2z3 V tiz2 V z1z3• This clement has the
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- I

property that its output z1 tends to agree with the two inputs z2 and z3 if they agree with
each other, but it retains its old value if they disagree. This circuit is illustrated in Fig. 2.

Let us assume that tho circuit is placed in tho state (0,1,1). It must then pass to tho
state (1,1,1). This state may lead to either of the states (1,0,1) or (1,1,0). Whichever of
these occurs, the circuit will then pass to (1,0,0) and then to (0,0,0). This state may change
so ns to become either (0,1,0) or· (0,0,1), but either of these lends back to tho initial state
(0,1,1). We may check that (6.3) is satisfied in each transition, but that (5.2) is not, so the

Fm. 2. Logicaldiagramdefined
by Eqs .. (7.8).

(0,0,0)
i.

( 1,0,0)

I \
(1,1,0) Cl,O,I)

\ I
( I, I ,I)
l

(2,1,1)
I \

(2,2, I) (2, 1,2)

\ I
(2,2,2)
l

( 3,2,2)
I \

(3,3,2) (3,2,3)

\ (
Fm. 3. Portia}lattice diagram

of 0-statcs for u = (0,1,1).

circuit is semimoduln.rbut not totally sequential. Since tho circuit never reaches equilibrium,
its lattice O(u]of 0-states is infinite. This lattice is partly illustrated in Fig. 3 for" = (0,1,1).
In this figure the terminal state corresponding to any 0-state may be obtained by adding
1' = (0,1,1) to tho 0-state and taking residues of each component. modulo 2.

8. Cycling Theory
It was observed that it is possible for a state to recur in a partial allowed sequence.

Since the behavior of the circuit depends only on the state, we should expect a repetitive
behavior when states may recur. In the present section we shall study this repetitive
behavior when it occurs in semimodular circuits.

Let v be in O[u]; then make the following definitions:

D[v] is the set of all 0-states a in O[u] such that v :Fa, and

E[v] is the set of all 0-statcs a in D[v] .suoh that t{v] = t[n].
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We note that E[v] contains only v unless the state t(v) may recur. Also it is easily
verified that D[v] is a sublatticc of O(u].

Theorem 28: If vis in 0[1t], then the Jattice O[v] and the sublattice D[v] are isomorphic
under the transformation a* = v + a, where a* is in D[v] and a is in O[v].

Proof: Let a be a 0-state in O[v]. Then there is a partial allowed sequence from v to a
such that L[v, a(l), •.. , a(k), a] = a. Then since vis in 0(1t] we also have a partial allowed
sequence from 1t to v such that L[1t, v(l), ... , v(t), v] = v. Thus a* = L[u, v(l), .•. , v{t),v,
a(l), ... , a(k), a] is a 0-state in O[u]. Also, a* is in D[v] since v fF a* and a• = v + a.
Hence for every a in O[v] there is a corresponding a* in D[v]. Similarly, for every a* in
D[v], since v fF a•, we have a partial allowed sequence from v to a such that Lfv, a(l), ... ,
a(k), a] + v = a*. Thus there is one-to-one correspondence between the 0-statcs.

We note also that ordering relations in the two lattices O[v] and D[v) are identical since,
by Theorem 10, the ordering is numerical and numerical ordering is preserved under the
transformation a* = v + a between corresponding clements in O[v] and D[v]. Hence the
lattices arc isomorphic.

A corollary to Theorem 28 is:
Corollary: In a circuit which is sm ['lt] and sm (u*], if vis in O(u] and v• is in 0[1t*] and

t(v) = t(v*) = v, then D[v) is isomorphic_with D[v*] under the transformation v* + a =
v + a•, where a is in D[v] and a• is in D[v*].

This result follows from Theorem 28, since D(v] and D[v*] are both isomorphic with O[v].
Theorem 28 and tho corollary show that the lattice properties of D[v] arc independent

of the initial state tt, provided, of course, that u fF v. In other words, the behavior of the
circ~1it after having passed through state v is independent of the initial state u of the circuit
and depends only on v. The fact that the numerical components of tho vectors in D{v)
have their fiducial values altered (by v* - v) when the initial state is altered is merely a
consequence of the way the 0-states are defined and does not reflect a physical property of
the circuit. Tho lattice relations ffe, u, and ri, as well as the Bl relation, are invurlant
under such translations, as is the circuit behavior which we are seeking to describe with them.

Two properties of recurring states will now be developed.

Tlieorem 29: If a and b arc in O[u] and t(n) = t(b), then t{a U b) = t(n) = t(b).
Proof: Let c = a u b and let e = t(c). Then for any component c, = max {a,,b,}.

Assume a, > ~,, so c, = a,. Then, since a fF c, we may form a partinl allowed sequence
from a = t(a) to c, such that L[a, c(l), ... , c(k), c] = c - a. Since the ith component of
this vector is zero, the ith signal has not changed in going from a to e, and a, = c,. Similarly,
if b, 2: a,, we have b, = c,. But a, = b, = t(a), = t(b),, so in any case t(c), = t{a), = t(b),
for all components, and t(a u b) = t(a) = t(b).

Theorem 30: If a and b are in O[u] and a = t(a), b = t(b) are in two equivalence sets
A and B; where A fF B, then t(a u b) is in B.
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Proof: By Theorem 3, a F b, so we may form a partial allowed sequence from a to b.
Define b* = a + L[a, b(l), ... , b(k), b], and t(b*) = b. Also a§" b*. Let b** = b ub*.
Thus a F b** and b F b**, so a u b §" b** and hence t(a u b) F b, But, since
b ~ a u b, we have b F t(a u b), and t(a u b) must be in B.

1Ve now define a set of numerical vectors associated with any a.state which will serve
to describe the cycling properties of the circuit.

Given v in O[u], we define a set TJ'[v] of numerical vectors w(l), w(2), ... , w(k),
having nonnegative integral components, by the following rule: TV[v] contains
all nonzero vectors w(i) such that v + w(i) is in E[v] and if a is in E[v] with
v Fa ~ v + w(i) then either a = v or a = v + w(i).

(8.2a)

The statement (8.2a) involves the "covers" concept and, in fact, may be restated ns:

w(i) is in H'(v] if and only if v + w(i) covers v in E[v]. (8.2b)

The set JV(v] may, of course, be empty, in which case we shall say that k = O. No limit
is set on k by the definition but it will appear later that k cannot be greater than n.

Incidentally, it may be noted that the components of the vectors w(i) are always even
integers, since they represent a number of changes in the signals which bring them back to
their initial values, and the number of negative changes must equal the number of positive
changes.

Theorem 31: If JV[v] is a set of vectors as defined above, w(i) V w(j) = w(i) + w(j),
when i ¥=j.

Proof: We must not have w(i) <w(j), for then v < v + w(i) < v + w(j), in violation
of (8.2). Hence w(j) <w(i) V w(j). By the numerical properties of vectors, and using (6.14),
w(i) V w(j) <w(i) + w(j) and hence v + w(j) < v + [w(i) V w(j)] = [v + w(i)] V [v + w(j)] <
v + w(i) + w(j). Let v* = v + w(j). We now show that all expressions in this inequality
arc in E[v*]. The expression [v + w(i)] V [v + w(j)] is in E[v] by Theorem 20; but it exceeds
v* so it is in E[v*]. Also v + w(i) + w(j) -:-- v* + w(i), nnd is in E[v*] by the corollary to
Theorem 28 with tt = t,*.

1Vc now write the isomorphic expressions by the corollary to Theorem 28 with u* = tt.
They are v < v + [w(i) V w(j)] - w(j) < v + w(i), and all expressions arc now in E[v].
'Ihcn by (8.2b) we obtain [w(i) v w(j)] - w(j) = iv(i).

In order for the relation w(i) V w(j) = w(i) + w(j) to hold for vectors having nonnegative
components, the nonzero components of w(i) and w(j) must have distinct component indices.
Since this is true for all pairs of vectors in lJ'[v] we have:

Corollary: The vectors w(l), w(2), ... , w(k) of JJ'[v] all have distinct indices for their
nonzero components.
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In other words, if 10,,.(i) > 0, then w,,.(j) = 0 for all j i: i. This also means that the
vectors of lV[v] are orthogonal in the vector sense, that is, the inner product of w{i) and w(j)

is zero if and only if i =I= j.
A consequenceof this corollary is the restriction k < n which was mentioned earlier. In

case k = 1i each tv(i) has just one nonzero component and one w(i) would correspond to
each component index.

,vc shall describe the component indices of the nonzero components of w(i) as the set of
component indices .spanned by w{i). Furthermore, we shall designate the set of component
indices spanned by any of the k vectors of ll'(v] as the set of component indices spanned

by lJ'(v].

Theorem 32: The set E(v] is precisely the set of vectors x which may be expressed in

the form I:
x = v + 2a,w(i),

i•l

(8.3)

where the coefficientsa, arc allowed to run over the nonnegative integers.
Proof: If I:

x = v + 2a,w{i),
,-1

then we show that xis in E[v] by induction. Certainly x =vis in E(v], which is the case
in which the coefficientsa, arc all zero. Assumenext that

I:
x = v + 2a,w(i)

(-1

'

is in E[v] for o. given set of coefficientsa,. Sincet(v) = t(x) then, by the corollary to Theorem
28, with u = u*, we have x + w{j) is in E(x] since v + w(j) is in E{v]. Hence x + w(j) is
in E[v], and we sec that any coefficienta1 may be increased by 1 {andhence by any integer)
to yield a new x in E[v].

Next assume that x is in E{v]. Induction is used to show that x may be expressed in
tho form (8.3). Form a covering sequence of 0-stntes in E[v] from v to x. (This is shown to
be possible in reference 3, page 6.) Let us assume that some member y of this sequence
may be expressed in tho form (8.3). ,ve note thnt 'v is such o. member. Let z be the next
member of the sequence after y so that z coversyin E[v]. Then by the corollary to Theorem
28, v + (z - y) covers v, and hence by {8.2b)we see that (z - y) is one of the vectors tv(i)
in JJ'[v]. Since z = y + w(i) we see that z is also expressible in the form (8.3), and by
induction so is x.

Cyclingwith respect to the set E{v] is completely described by Theorem 32, since we ·see
that v has periodicity of multiplicity k.

We now turn tothe investigation of the dependence of lV{v] on v.
228I,
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Theorem 33: If vis in G[1t] and v* is in G[tt*] and v = t(v) = t(v*), then TV[v] ·_ H'[v*].
Proof: By the corollary to Theorem 28, D[v] is isomorphic with D[v*] under the

transformation v* + a = v + a*. We seo that, since the w(i) in TV[v] are differences
between members of D[v], they are invariant under tho transformation.

We shall therefore be able to write TV[v] to represent JJ'[v] for all v such that t(v) = v.

Theorem 34: In an sm [n] circuit, if u :Fa :F b, then any member of TV[a] is a sum of
one or more mcmhors of TV[b].

Proof: Since it :Fa :F b we may construct partial allowed sequences from it to a to b,
and thereby define some 0-states a and b as a = L[1t, a(l), ... , a(p), a] and b = a +
L[a, b{l), ... , b(q}, b]. ,ve have defined a and b so that a = t(a} and b = t(b) and a !Jl' b.
Thus bis in D[a]. By the coro1lary to Theorem 28, if w(j,a} is in ll'[a] then D[a] is isomorphic
with D[a + w(j,a)], and thus we have a correspondence between b and b + w(j,a). Hence
b + w(j,a) is in E[b] and must be expressible in the form {8.3}, so that w(j,a) may bo written
in the form

k
w(j,a) = ~c,w(i,b},.

f-1

where the c/s are nonnegative integers, not all zero, and tho vectors w(i,b) are the members
of lJ'(b]. Now, since TV[a] = lJ'[a] and JV[b] = lJ'[b], we have proved Theorem 34.

. A corollary to Theorem 34 is the result that the number k of vectors can never decrease
while passing through an allowed sequence. Thus, k has in common with entropy the
property of never decreasing with time. It is also apparent that indices once spanned by
a vector w(i) will remain spanned throughout the remainder of an allowed sequence.

Our picture of the behavior of a semimodular circuit as it passes through an allowed
sequence now involves an increasing number of vectors w{i) being introduced and increasingly
more indices being spanned. Also, we may imagine old vectors w(i) breaking up into several
vectors, each one spanning fewer nodes than the old w{i).

Theorem 35: In an sm [n] circuit, if 1, :Fa and a and b are in the same equivalence set A,
then Tl'[a] = W[b].

Proof: Since a fF b, if w(i,a) is in .JJ'[a], then, by Theorem 34, w(i,a} is a sum of one or
more members of TV{b], so if w(j,b) is in this sum we have w(i,a) > w(j,b), since the vectors
have nonnegative components. Similarly, since b :Fa, there is-a w(li,a} in TJ'[a] such that
w(j,b} ~ w(li,a). But by the corollary to Theorem 31, if w(i,a} > w(li,a), we must have
,~ = i and w{i,a} = w(li,a}, and hence w{i,a}= w(j,b). Hence, for every w{i,a) in TJ'[a] there
is an equal w(j,b) in TJ'[b], and similarly for every w(j,b) in TJ'[b] there is an equal w(i,a)
in JJ'[a]. Thus the two sets contain exactly the same vectors, and JJ'[a] = JV[b].
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This means that we may "Tito JV[A] to represent the set of vectors corresponding to the
equivalence set A. 'fhc set of vectors w(i) now appears as a function of equivalence sets
where originally it was defined as a function of 0-states. ,ve shall also use tho notation a
contained in A to denote that t(a) is an clement of the equivalence set A. Finally we shall
say that a component i is unspanned by ll'(A] if and only if the ith component of a 0-statc
in A is unspanned by any of the vectors w(j) of H'[A].

Theorem 36: a and b both lie in A if and only if those components of a and b unspanned
by TV[A] arc identical.

Proof: Assume that a and b arc in the same equivalenee set A. Form c = a u b. By
Theorem 30 we have c = t{c) also in A. Hence c ~ a, and we may construct a partial
allowed sequence from c to a, and define a* = c + L[o, a(l), . '. • , a(1'),a]. Since a :F c fF n*,
we have a, :s;; c, < n,* for each component index j. Now

I:
a* = a + ~ q1 w(i)

i-1

I
I

by Theorem 32; so for those components a1 not spanned by the w(i)'s we have a, = a,*,
and hence a,= c, for unspanned components. Similarly, b, = c1 for unspanned components,
giving a, = b,.

Assume now that a and b have identical unspanned components. Let bi max be the
Jargcst spanned component of b. If no components are spanned, let bi max = 0. Then form

1:

a* =a+ b, m:1x I w(i),
i-1

where tho w(i) are taken from JV[a]. Then b Fa*, sob Fa by Theorem 32. Similarly we
have a:Fb.

I
. I

Tlieoreni 37: If a and b lie in A and index i is unspanned by TV[A], then a,' = b,',
Proof: We begin by proving that a,'= b/. Construct a partial allowed sequence

a, a(l), a(2), ... , a(p), a, which contains all states in A, by the method given in the proof
of Theorem 12. ,ve notice that a', a'(l), a'{2), •.. , a'(p), a' is an Bl-sequence, because, by
(5.3), a(j) Bl a(j + 1) implies a(j + 1) Bl a'(j); and hence a'(j) l!l a'(j + 1) for each i =
1, 2, ... , p - 1 and similarly a' Bl a'(l) and a'{p) Bl a'. (It may not be a partial allowed
sequence since some consecutive pairs may be equal.) By our hypothesis index i is unspanned
by TV[A], so that a,= a,(l) = a1(2) = · · · = a1(p). Assume that a,< a,'. Then a,=
a,(l) < a,' :s;; a,'(l), and in general ai{j + 1) < a,'(j) < a,'(j + 1). Thus we have a/ <
a,'(I) < a,'(2) < · · · < a,'(p) < a,', so that a,' = a,'(j) for all j = 1, 2, ... , p. Similarly,
a,' = a,'(j) for all j = 1, 2, ... , p, if we assume a1 > a,'.

In the remaining case a1 = a,', if j exists such that at<j) ¥= a,'(j), then by the previous
argument we have a,' = a/(j), giving the contradiction a, = a,' = a,'(j) ¥= a;(j) = a1•

Therefore, in this case too we have a,' = a,'(j) for all j = 1, 2, ... , p. But since all states
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of A arc included in the sequence a, a(l), a(2), ... , a(p), a we sco that a/ = b/ for any pair
of states in A.

Nowlet a and b be any two C-statcs in A. Then a' =a+ L[a,a'] and b' = b + L[b,b'].
But a, = b, by Theorem 36, and la/ - a,I = lb/ - b,I, so a/ = b,'.

Two corollaries are immediate. They are:
Corollary A: For any a in A there exists a unique A' for which a' is in A' and A ffe" A'.
Corollary B: If A is final and i is unspanned by TV[A], then a, = a;' for any a in A.
'I'hus we sec that tho unspanned components of the C-states, and hence the unspanned

signals of the states, characterize tho equivalence sets. ,vi thin equivalence sets only spanned
components and signals change, while in going from one equivalence set to another tho
unspanned components and signals must change. In such a transition the number of
unspanned components may decrease, and, if it docs, the number Ji of vectors must increase.
It is possible, as we shall sec Inter, for the number k of vectors to increase without having
a decrease in the number of unspanned components.

It also should be observed that the unspanned signals of the states uniquely determine
the unspanned components of the C-states, since these are fixed by the equivalence set.

As an example consider the circuit defined by the equations

zt' = 1,
z,f = z1z3 V z1z2,
Z3' = Z1Z2V ztZ3,

(8.4)

If the circuit is started in the initial state u = (0,0,0), it may be shown to be semimodular.
Two equivalence sets occur. They may be designated A and Bas follows: A contains (0,0,0),
(0,1,0), (0,1,1), (0,0,1); B contains (1,0,0), (1,1,0), (1,1,1), (1,0,1). In the circuit A ffe" B, so
B is a final set. The first signal is the only one unspanned by vectors w(i) in either set.
JV[A] contains just one vector (0,2,2). W[B] contains (0,2,0] and [0,0,2]. Hero we have an
example of a single vector from TJ'[A] splitting into two in TJ'[B]. In this case tho same
number of unspanned signals occurs in both A and B, but this "ill not be tho case in general.

9. Ideals of C[u]

"7hilc investigating the behavior of asynchronous circuits one is often concerned with
what happens if a signal fails to change when it is supposed to do so. Malfunctions of this
type never lead to C-statcs which are not in C[u], since no assumptions have been made
about the relative speeds of the elements.

Another problem, which is of interest to tho circuit designer, is to find a way of describing
the apparent behavior of a circuit to an observer who is not aware of all the signals which
are present, but "sees" only certain signals from among the entire set. This problem and
tho preceding onewill bo treated by investigating the ideals of C[u].

In order to represent the ideals of C['li], we introduce the notion of a C-signal. This
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concept will alsobe useful in the theory of distributive circuits, which are treated in Seo. I 0.

For each pair of integers a. and i, such that there exists at least one 0-state a in
a[u] for which a, -· a., we define the a-signal (a.,i) as the set of all 0-states bin a(u] (9.1)
having bi ~ a.. The a-state a is then said to induce the a-signal (a.,i).

The a-signal (a.,i) thus refers to the a.th change which has occurred at point i in the
circuit and, more specifically, contains all a-states in a(u] for which no more than a. signal
changes have occurred at point i. It therefore describes tho possible a-states which may
occur if point i is prevented from changing more than a. times. To describe what may happen
if several signals fail to change, we introduce the notion of a break set.

If a a-state a in a[1i] induces all the distinct a-signals {a.1,i1), (ac2,i2), ••• , (a.,,,,im),
we define the break set a = [(a.11i1), (a.2,i2), ••• , (a.m,im)] as the set of all a-states b
having b,, ::; a.1 for j = I, 2, ..• , m. The 0-state a is then said to induce the break
set a.

(0.2)

It will appear later that m cannot be greater than n, since in Theorem 39 it is shown
that the indices i1 arc distinct. ·we shall, however, admit the possibility that m = 0 as a
special case. This break set 6 = [] will be taken equal to a{u], and all a-states in a[u] will
be said to induce it.

"'c note that the a-signals are, themselves, break sets referring to single a-signals. In
other words, [(a.,i)] = (a.,i).

Theorem 38: If for each of tho m a-si.gnals {a.1,i1), where j = I, 2, ... , m, there is a
0-state a(j) inducing (a.1,i1) and contained in the other a-signals, then a = [(«1,i1), (ct2,i2), • , • ,

(«m,im)] is a break set.
This follows from (9.2) if we let a = a(I) u a(2) u · · · u a(m).

Tlteorem 39: If ex = [(«1,i1), (0t2,i2), ••• , (<Xm,i,,.)] is any break set, the signal indices
i11 i2, ••• , i,,. arc distinct.

Proof: Let a induce a. If iJ) = ia, then, by (9.2), Clp = ai,. = ai, = «q, which conflicts
with the assumption that the a-signals arc distinct.

Tlteorem 40: Any break set is an ideal of a(u].
Proof: Ideals of a(u] arc defined as nonempty subsets of O[tt] having the following two

properties:
An ideal J contains x u y if it contains x and y. (9.3a)

If x and y arc a-states in 0.[u], and if xis in an ideal J, then x n y is also in J. (9.3b)

Property (9.3a) also applies to break sets by Theorein 17. We may infer (9.3b) from
'rhcorcm IO and tho foot that x n y !F x. ·
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Plteoreni 41: Any ideal of O[u] can be represented as a break set in at least one way.
Proof: Let J be an ideal of O[u]. It should be noted that since J is nonempty it must

contain at least the 0-stntc 0, whose components arc all zero. List nil 0-signals (cx1,i1),
(cx2,i2), • , • , (cx,.,im) such that (cx1,i1) is induced by some 0-statc n(j) in J, where there is no
0-signal ({31,i1) with {31 > «1 which is induced by a 0-stnte in J (that is, r1.1 is maximal). Our
list may contain no more than n 0-signals by virtue of its definition, and, if some index
i,n+1 is not represented in the list, then every 0-signal (cx,,,+1, im+l) is induced by a 0-state in
J, since (0, i,,,+1) is induced by O in J. Let the 0-states in J inducing these 0-signnls be denoted
by n(l), n(2), ... , n(m). If m > 0 we have a = n(l) u a(2) U • • · u a(ni) in J by (0.3a),
and from the construction of each a(j) we see that a induces a break set

a = [(r1..1,i1), (cx2,i2), •• , , (cx,,,,im)].

By (0.2), a contains J. If m = 0 we let a = 8 = O[u], which must contain J.
To show that J contains a, Jct x be a 0-state in a. Now for each component x,, of x we

can find a 0-state b(p) in J such that b,,(p) > x,,. Let b = b(l) u b(2) U · • • U b(tt).
'l'hen b is in J by (0.3a). But x §" b so x = x rib is in J by (0.3b). Hence J contains a,
soJ = a.

We sec from Theorems 40 and 41 that the break-set notation is simply a way of specifying
ideals. It is wc11 known that the ideals of O[u] form a lattice. The relation of this lattice to
O[u] is expressed in (0.4).

The ideals of O['lt] form a lattice under set inclusion. In th.is lattice a U (3 is
tho set of ail elements of the form (a u b) () c, where a and b arc in a and (3
respectively, and c is any 0-state. The ideal a n (3, on the other hand, is merely
the set-theoretical meet, containing all elements in both a and (3.

(0.4)

Various subsets of the lattice of ideals are important from the point of view of circuit
behavior. One such subset is defined thus:

Il[u; i1, i2, ••• , im] is the set of ideals of O[u] which may be represented in the
form a = [(cx1,i1), (r1..2,i2), , •• , (cxm,im)], where the quantities cx1 may range over all (0.5)
values permitted by (0.2).

This set may be regarded as describing the behavior of the circuit to an observer who
merely detected the signals at points i1, i2, ••• , im. To such an observer tho ideals of
Jl[u; i11 i2, • , • , irnl would correspond to the 0-states of an ordinary observer. Such sets also
provide the basis for a theory of equivalent circuits. Two circuits could be called equivalent
if H[tt; i1, i2, ••• , imJ in the first circuit is the same as H[v; j1, j2, ••• , jm] in the second
circuit. This type of equivalence is defined with respect to initial states t& and v and selected
signal indices in tho two circuits.

The set JJ[u,· 1,2, ... , n] is isomorphic with the lattice OLu], where sot inclusion replaces
the § relation. Also, H[tt,i] is merely a chain. Our suspicion that ll[u; i1, i2, ••• , im] is a.
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lattice under set inclusion will be shown to be justified, but it is not necessarily a sublattice
of the lattice of ideals. We begin with Theorem 42 which is analogous to Theorem 16.

Theorem 42: If a nnd (3 arc in H[u; i11 i2, ••• , imJ, then a ~ (3 if and only if «1 < P, for
j = 1, 2, ••. , m.

Proof: If a.1 < {J1 for j = 1, 2, ••• , m, we see by (0.2) that a ~ (3. If a induces a, we
have a,, = a.1• If, now, a ~ (3, we also have a in (3; hence a,, < {11 for j = 1, 2, ... , m, and
therefore (1.1 < P, for j = 1, 2, .•. , m.

Theorem 43: H[u; i1, i2, ••• , i~] is a lattice under sot inclusion.
Proof: Let a and ~ be two ideals in H[u,· i10 i2, ••• , im]. Define y by the relation

r, = max [(1.1,,81] for j = 1, 2, ... , m. ,ve sec that y is an ideal in II[a,· i1, i2, ••• , im], since
if a and b induce cc and (3, respectively, a u b must induce y by Theorem 17. By. Theorem
42, y contains cc and (3. It is also a least upper bound in H[u; i1, i2, •• , , i,,.], since any other
upper bound must contain y by Theorem 42.

To show that a and (3 have a greatest lower bound in H[u; i1, i2, ••• , iml, we follow an
argument similar to that of 'I'heorem 18. Let w = [(O,i1), (O,i2), ••• , (0,ina)] be the ideal in
H[u; i1, i1, ••• , imJ induced by the 0-statc 0. By Theorem 42 we see that w is a lower
bound to a and (3, and thus there is at least one lower bound. Now, if we form the least
upper bound of all lower bounds to a and (3, we see that the result mu~t be the greatest
lower bound by the construction of the previous paragraph ancl Theorem 42.

A result analogous to Theorem 25 may also be obtained for the set H{ti; iu i1, ••• , iml•

Theorem 44: a covers (3 in H(u; i1, i2, ••• , im] if and only if there is one index i1 such
that a.1 = ,81 + 1 and a.fl = ,Bfl whenever ifl '::/= i1•

Proof: If a.1 = {11 + 1 and a.fl = Pfl whenever ifl ¥: i1, then a must cover (3 in
H[u; i1, i2, ••• , iml by Theorem 42, since all the quantities involved are integers.

Next assume that a covers (3. To complete the proof we require the following lemma,
which is valid for any ideal a.

Lemma: If b is in a and a induces a, then a u b induces a.
Since a.1 = a,, and a.1 > b,, by (0.2), we have bi, < a, and a,, v b,, = a.1, so a u b

induces a.
Returning to the original proof, we let a and b be two 0-states inducing a and (3

respectively, so by the lemma given above a U b induces a. Since b ;/7" a u b, we may
form a covering sequence b, c(l), ... , c(p), a u b. Let c{i) be the last 0-state in the sequence
which induces (3. By Theorem 42 all previous 0-states in the sequence induce {3 and all
later 0-statcs induce a, and no other ideals in H{u; i1, i2, ••• , i,,.] may be induced by members
of the sequence. Since c(i) and c(i + 1) differ by 1 in just one component, by 'l'heorem 25,
we sec that (3 and a may differ in 110 more than one 0-signal, and in that, by at most 1.
But since (3 and a arc different ideals, we obtain Theorem 44.
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A correspondence between equivalence sets and certain ideals will now be developed
which permits us to predict the behavior of a circuit in which certain signal changes are
arrested. In particular, we shall be interested in determining whether or not the circuit will
stop if certain signal changes foil to occur when they are expected to do so.

These questions arc treated by considering the subset of the ideals defined in (0.6).

J([1t] is tho set of all ideals a = [(oc1,i1), (oc2,i2), ••• , («m,im)], such that there
exists a 0-state a inducing ex whose unspanned component indices arc just

(0.6)

A THEORY OF ASYNCIIDONOUSCIRCUITS

Again, if there is a 0-statc a having no unspanned component indices, we shall adopt
the convention that 8 = [] is a member of K[u].

'I'heorem 45: 'l'hc partially ordered set of equivalence sets A, B, .•. which follow U (the
equivalence set of u) is isomorphic with K['lt], where the !F relation corresponds to set
inclusion.

Proof: Let a be in A, and let a induce a in l([tt]. By Theorem 36 we sec that every
other 0-statc in A also induces ex. Thus for every equivalence set A, B, ... there is a
corresponding ideal in J([1t], and by definition (!J.6) there is an equivalence set for every
ideal in J([u].

·we now show tho correspondence between the !F relation over sets A, B, ... and set
inclusion over J([u]. Given ~ !: a with a and ~ in J((u], then if a induces a and b induces
(3 we have a u b induces a, by the lemma in the proof of Theorem 44. Since b F a U b,
we have BF A.

Assume next that B !FA, where UF B. Let a be a state in A and b be a state in B.
Form 0-sta.tes b = L[u, ... , b] and a = b + L[b, ..• , a]. ,ve thus have a in A and b in
B, with b !Fa. Now, by Theorem 34, the unspanned indices of A arc also unspanned in B,
so each index i1 of a is also present in 13. Since b !Fa with b inducing ~ and a inducing ex
we have PJ < a:1 for each a:1 of a. Thus ~ !: a by (0.2).

This latter argument may also be used in proving the next theorem.

Theorem 4G: If b is in a and induces ~' where a and ~ are both in l([tt], then ~ !: a.
Proof: If a induces a, then a u b induces {3 by the lemma in the proof of Theorem 44;

and, since b !Fa u b, we sec that a and ~ are related as in the previous argument with
a u b replacing a.

Theorem 47: J([tt] is a lattice under set inclusion.
Proof: Let a and ~ be two ideals in l([tt], and let y be the ideal in K[u] induced by

a u b, where a.nndb induce a and 13, respectively. By Theorem 34, the unspanned indices
of a u b arc also unspanned in a and b, so y is independent of which a and b arc chosen.
Also, since a and bare in y, we have a !: y and 13 £ y, by Theorem 40. Let 6 be any other
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ideal in K[1e] satisfying a s 6 and {3 s 6. Then 6 must contain a u b by (0.3a), and hence
y s 6 by Theorem 46. Thus y is the least upper bound of a and ~ in K[u].

Let IL be the ideal of J{[1e] corresponding to U (the set of u). Thus IL s a and IL S ~
by Theorem 45, and µ. is a lower bound to a and p. The least upper bound of all lower
bounds to ct and ~ is their greatest lower bound by Theorem 46.

From the preceding discussion we see that the sets K[u] and H{u; i1, i2, ••• , im] are
similar in many of their chnracteristics. Theorems 42 and 46 may be regarded as analogous,
and the proofs of Theorems 43 and 47 show that the rules for forming least upper bounds
are the same. Nothing corresponding to Theorem 44 can be obtained for K[u], however.

Let us now take an arbitrary ideal y = [(y1,i1), {y2,i2), ••• , (Ym,im)] of O[u]. We may
regard y as representing those 0-states which may occur if the signals at points i11 i1, ••• , im
in tho circuit are prevented from undergoing more than Y1t y2, ••• , Ym changes. If y is a
principal idea], and hence has a maximum 0-state, the circuit will stop when this 0-state is
reached. We now wish to see what conditions must be placed on y to require that it be a
principal ideal.

l{['lt;y] is the set of all ideals a in l([u] such that there is a 0-stnte a in y which . {0.7)
induces a.

This means that K[u;y] corresponds to tho set of equivalence sets which have representa
tive 0-states in y.

'I'heorem 48: If a and p arc both in K{u;y], then their least upper bound in K'(u] is
also in J([u;y].

Proof: Let a and b both lie in y, where a induces a and b induces (3. Then a U bis also
in y; but a u b induces the least upper bound of a and ~. by the proof of Theorem 47,
so it is also in J(ftt,·y].

Since the number of equivalence sets is finite, we sec that J([1e;y] contains a finite
number of ideals. This implies the fo1Iowing theorem:

Theorem 49: Thero is a maximum ideal <I> in J((u;y].
Corresponding to this maximum ideal <I> there is an equivalence set F which must fol1ow

all other equivalence sets represented in y. Thus we see that, if tho circuit is constrained
to remain in y, it wHI eventually reach F. Whether or not the circuit will stop when it
reaches F will depend on whether or not cycling can occur in F.

Tlieorem 50: y is a principal ideal if and only if each w(j) in JJ'[F] has at least one
component index of a nonzero component which is represented in y.

Proof: Assume that y is a principal ideal. Then its maximum element f is in F. If w(j)
has no nonzero component index represented in y, then f + w(j) is also in y, contradicting
the assumption that f is maximal.
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Assume next that ea~h w(j) has at least one nonzero component index i1 represented
in y. Let (YJ,i,) be the corresponding 0-signal. Then, if f is any 0-stato in F, we see that
no 0-state in F and y can exceed

I:
r + I,,, w(j)

J-1

without violating (0.2). Thus a maximal 0-state in y exists, and since y is an ideal, it is

unique.

This result allows us to predict whether or not cycling may occur within y, provided we
know the unspanned indices and 0-signal corresponding to each equivalence set and the
vectors w(j).

'I'ho following example of a binary, scmimodular circuit shows that equivalence sets 'nre
not necessarily lattices of 0-states and that K[u] need not be a sublattice of the lattice of

ideals.
This circuit is represented by the Boolean equations:

zt' = is V i1,
z,,.' = £3 V £2,

z3' = zt V z2 V z3.

(9.8)

Let the initial state ii be (0,0,0). A partial lattice diagram of 0-states may be drawn as
shown in Fig. 4. The diagram should be continued downward in an infinite, two-dimensional
array of 0-stales. Five equivalence sets are present corre
sponding to the fourindividualstates (0,0,0), (1,0,0), (0,1,0),
(l,1,0) and the set of states (1,0,1), (0,1,1), (0,0,1), (1,1,1).
The latter set has two minimal 0-states inducing its ideal.
Only index 3 is unspanned in this set which has the two
vectors (2,0,0) and (0,2,0) corresponding to it.

Another example of a totally sequential binary circuit
shows that a circuit may have more than one equivalence
set, and yet have no unspanned indices for one of its equi
valence sets. This circuit has tho equations

I -'ZJ. = Z3,

z2' = zt(z2 V z3),

Zs' = Z2(Zi V Z3),

Lot the initial state u be (0,0,0). The sequence of 0-states will then be (0,0,0), (1,0,0),
(1,0,1), (2,0,1), (2,1,1), (2,1,2), {3,1,2), (3,2,2), etc. 'l'he initial state forms its own equivalence
set, while the remaining six states which follow it form another equivalence set having the
corrc~poncling cycling vector {2,2,2). Hence, no indices arc unspanned.

(9.9)
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(O,O,O)

I \
(I ,O,O) (0,1,0)

I \ I \
( 1,0,1) (I, 1,0) (O,I, I)

1 "- 1 / l(2,0,1) (1,1,1) (0,2,1)

I \ I \ I \
(3,0,1) (2, 1,1} ( 1,2,1) (0,3,1}

I\J\I\I\
Fm.4. Partial lattico diagram

of 0-sta.tcs.
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10. Distrib1itive Oircmits

In Seo. 5 it was pointed out that in some cases design and synthesis of circuits could be
simplified by placing more restrictions upon them. Thus, scmimoclular circuits nrc easier to
treat than more general speed-independent circuits, and totally sequential circuits exhibit
still fewer peculiarities of behavior. Yet, as has been shown, totally sequential circuits are
unsatisfactory for those applications in which parallel notion is required, so that the less
restrictive concept of semimodularity was used in the later analysis.

In this section we shnll place a further restriction upon our circuits in order to simplify
the problem of synthesis, but this restriction will not be so severe us to eliminate tho
possibility of parallel action within tho circuit. This restriction is that the circuit shall be
distributive.

The concept of a distributive circuit is related to that of a distributive lattice in the same
way that the concept of a semimodular circuit is related to that of n semimodular lattice.
,ve begin with the weaker restriction, however, that O[tt] be modular.

The semimodular lattice Ofu] is said to be modular if for e,·ery three 0-statcs a,
x, and yin O[tt] such that a covers x and y and x =I:- y we have x and y covering (IO.I)
X (\ y.

This restriction combined with its dual (7 .6) corresponds to the usual definition of
modularity.5 In the theory of general lattices, modularity is less restrictive than distribu
tivity, but the lattice 0[1t] has special properties which make these restrictions equivalent.
'l'his fact is demonstrated in the next two theorems.

Theorem 51: If p and q are any two 0-states in O(u], and O[,i] is modular, then p f"\ q =
PA q.

Proof: Form two covering sequences in O["], a(r,0), a·(r,I), ... , a{r,s), and a(O,s),
a(l,s), ... , a(r,s), where we take p = a(r,O), q = a{O,s) and p u q = a(r,s). As we have
seen previously, we may construct such sequences because p F p u q and q fF p u q.
The integers r and s are finite, and each is greater than or equal to O.

Define a(i,j) recursively by the formula

a{i,j) = a(i,j + I) n a(i + l,j)

for O < i < r and O < j < s, starting with i = r - I, j = s - I and proceeding to all other
indices. Using induction with (IO.I), we see that a(i,j) will be covered by a(i,j + I) and by
a(i + I, j) for O < i < r and O < j < s, provided we can show that a(i + I, j) =I:- a(i, j + I).
But we may use induction to infer that a(i + l,j) =I:- a(i + I,j + I) and a{i,j + 1) =1:
a(i + I,j + I), so that a(i + l,j) =I:- a{i,j + I).

It was pointed out in the proof of Theorem 25 that the "covers" relation implies the
fR relation, so that we may use Theorem 24 to get a{i,j) = a(i,j + 1) A a(i + I,j) for
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i = 0, 1, ... , 1· - 1 and j = 0, 1, ... , s - 1. By induction we may replace this with the
formula a(i,j) = a(i,s) A a(r,j), since it holds for either i = r or j = s, and if we assume it
for a(i,j + 1) and a(i + l,j) we obtain a(i,j) = a(i,s) A a(r,j + 1) A a(i + 1, s) A a(r,j) =
a(i,s) A a(r,j). In the case i = j = 0 this formula becomes a(O,O) = a(O,s)A a(1·,0) = p A q.
Thus p A q is a 0-state, and by Theorem 10 is equal to p n q.

The statement of Theorem 51 is the dual of Theorem 17, and permits us to use the symbols
A and n interchangeably.

Theorem 52: If 0[1t] is modular it is distributive.
Proof: ,Ye verify that the distributive Jaws

a n (b u c) = (a n b) u (a n c)
a u (b n c) = (a u b) n (a u c)

hold for numerical vectors if the operations A and V are substituted for n and u.

A complete equivalence between the three conditions has thus been established, since it
is a well-known lattice theoretical result that distributivity implies rnodularlty.s

A circuit is defined as distributive with respect to an initial state 1t if O[u] is a
distributive lattice.

(10.2)

Our discussion of distributive circuits will also require a further property of O[tt].

Theorem 53: O[u] satisfies the descending-chain condition. .
Proof: The descending-chain condition? requires that all descending chains be finite. A

descending chain in this case is a sequence of 0-statcs a(l), a(2), ... , a(i), . . • such that
a(i + 1) F a(i) and a(i + 1) -=I= a(i) for i = I, 2,... . Since we arc dealing with vectors
whose components are nonnegative integers, and, since these vectors satisfy Theorem 16, we
infer Theorem ii3 immediately. O[tt] need not be distributive for Theorem 53.

A synthesis technique, which will be developed later, depends upon the properties of the
join-irreducible elements of O[u].

'I'ho notation J[u] will be used to denote the set of join-irreducible elements of (l0.3)
O[u]. A 0-statc a is join-irreducible if a = x u y implies either a = x or a = y.8

It has been shown by G. Birkhoff that each clement in a distributive lattice satisfying
the desocnding-ohnin condition has a unique representation as an irrcdundnnt join of
join-irreducible clements, and that therefore there is a one-to-one correspondence between
distributive lattices L satisfying the descending-chain condition and partially ordered sets p
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satisfying the descending-chain condition, in which p is isomorphic to the subset of join
irreducible elements of L.e From these theorems we may state:

If O[t,] is distributive, each 0-state may be represented as a unique irrcdundant (IO
4)join of clements of J[tt]. ·

An irrcdundnnt join is one from which no term may be removed without changing its
value.

If G[,,] is distributive, the set of numerical vectors of the corresponding J[,,]
determine tho vectors of O[u] uniquely. (10.5)

The importance of these results will appear in the later development of a synthesis technique
which begins with the partially ordered set J[tt] and makes use of (10.4) and {10.5) to construct
the distributive lattice O[u].

The join-irreducible clements of O[tt] may be related to tho 0-signals in tho following way.

Theorem 54: In a distributive O[tt] the set of nonzero join-irreducible clements is iso
morphic with the set of 0-signals (o:,i) having ot > 0. Under this isomorphism, if (cx,i) and
(P,j) correspond to a and b respectively in J[tt], then a 9-" b if and only if {ot - 1, i) £
(fl - l,j).

Proof: Let (o:,i) be any 0-signnl. The set of nil 0-stn.tcs inducing (cx,i) must have at
least one minimum 0-stn.te, since if x induces (o:,i) there cannot be more than a finite number
of 0-states preceding x which induce (cx,i). Also, there cannot be more than one minimum
0-state, for if a and b are two minima. then, by Theorem 51, a () b also induces (o:,i), and
hence a n b = a = b. 'l'hus a is unique.

'I'he minimum 0-state a which induces (o:,i) is join-irreducible, for if a = x U y then
either x induces (cx,i) or y induces (cx,i) by Theorem 17, so either a = x or a = y. This means
that each (o:,i) determines a unique join-irreducible 0-state a, which is the minimum 0-state
inducing (cx,i).

Now, let b be any join-irreducible 0-stn.te. We construct all 0-signals induced by b. They
are (/11,l), (/12,2), . , . , C/Jn,n), where P, = b, for j = I, 2, ..• , n. Let c(I), c(2), ... , c(n) be
the join-irreducible 0-statcs corresponding to these 0-signnls. Then, by construction,
c(j) /!F b for each j = I, 2, ..• , n, so b = c{l) u c(2) u · · · u c(n). But b is join
irreducible, so that there is at least one c(j) such that b = c(j). This shows that there is nt
least one 0-signal corresponding to any join-irreducible clement b. We now wish to show
that if b =I= 0 this correspondence is one-to-one.

If IX = 0 in the 0-signnl (o:,i), then O induces (ot,i), and is clearly minimal. Thus nil
0-signnls of the form (O,i) have O for their corresponding join-irreducible 0-state. Now take
IX > 0 in (ot,i), and let a be the corresponding join-irreducible clement, as before. Let
0, a(l), a(2), •.. , a(r), a be u covering sequence in O[ti] from O to a. This sequence has at
least two members because a =I= 0. Since a{r) is covered by a it differs from a in just one_
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component, by I, according to Theorem 26. Thus a,(r) + 1 = a, for just one index j, and
a,Jr) = a,. for all other indices k: But j must equal i, for otherwise a(,·) would induce (or.,i),
which is impossible because a is the minimum 0-stnte inducing (or.,i). Tlrns, i is uniquely
j and ex is uniquely a;. This means that (ex,i) is uniquely determined, and hence the mapping
is one-to-one.

To demonstrate the second part of the theorem we require the lemma:
Lemma: If O[tt] is distributive and a is the join-irreducible clement corresponding to

(cx,i), then for any x either a /IF x, or else xis in (ex - 1, i).
We begin by noting that if ex > 0 then (ex - 1, i) exists. This may be seen by considering

a covering sequence from O to a. By Theorem 20, some 0-state in this sequence must induce
(ex - 1, i).

If xis not in (ex - 1, i), then a 11x induces («,i) by Theorem. 51. By construction of a
we have a ffe a 11x, so a g; x. Conversely, if a !F x then a 11x = a is not in (ex - I, i),
so xis not in (or. - 1, i).

Let (or.,i) and (/J,j) correspond to the join-irreducible clements a and b respectively.
Assume a !F b. If x is any 0-statc in (ex - 1, i), we cannot have b !F x, for otherwise
a !F x, which is impossible by the foregoing lemma. Hence xis in (P - 1, j) by the lemma.
Since x was arbitrary we have (or. - 1,i) s (/3 - 1,j).

Next assume that (ex - 1, i) s (/3 - 1, j). - Since b is not in (P - 1, j), it cannot be in
(cc. - 1, i), and hence a :F b by the lemma.

This completes the proof of Theorem 54, which, it should be noted, depends on Theorem
20 and, therefore, upon the assumption that the signals are independent.

Theorem 55: If two distributive lattices of 0-states O[u] and O*[u*] determine identical
partially ordered sets of 0-signnls, then O[ti] and O*[u*] arc identical.

Proof: Let us assume that O[u] and O*[u*] are not identical. By (10.5)we sec that their
corresponding sets J[u] and J*[u*] of join-irreducible clements are not identical. Hence
there is at least one join-irreducible clement a in J[tt] which differs from the 'corresponding
clement a* in J*(u*], but both correspond to 0-signals having the same designation, say
(or.,i). Note that a and a* may not be the zero clements in J[u] and J*[u*], since then they·
would be equal. Since a, = or. and a;* = cc., they must differ in some other component, say
a, =/:, a,*. No loss of generality results from assuming a, < a,*. Thus the 0-signal (P,j)
with a,* = p > 0 exists. Let b be the corresponding join-irreducible element in J(u] .. Then
a is in (/3 - l,j), so b :!,' a by the lemma in the proof of Theorem 54; but a* is not in
(/3 - I,j), and b* :Fa*. However, J[tt] and J*[tt*] are isomorphic by Theorem 54, giving
a contradiction.

We shall take the set of 0-signnls nnd their ordering relations as the starting point for
tho synthesis procedure. It will be assumed, therefore, that some verbal description of tho
behavior of the circuit lends to a specification of this pnrtinlly ordered set. In effect, we are
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specifying the signal changes which occur at points within the circuit and causation relations
between these changes. Naturally, not every such specification will lead to a realizable
circuit, but the theorems which follow will give us restrictions on the functions (2.3). If
these restrictions· are internally consistent, then any set of functions which satisfies them
"ill represent n. distributive (and hence speed-independent) circuit which behaves in the
specified way.

There are two reasons for using the set of 0-signals rather than the lattice O[u] as our
starting point. In the first place, the set of 0-signals is not as numerous as the sot of 0-stntcs,
if parallel action takes place in tho circuit. In foot, if r parallel changes occur in a binary
circuit, we obtain r corresponding 0-signals and 2' 0-statcs. Secondly, the 0-signals arc not
subject to as many restrictions ns the 0-statcs, since the 0-statos must form n distributive
(or at least somimodu1ar) lattice while the 0-signals merely need to be partially ordered,
although in either case we must be able to obtain a consistent sot of restrictions on the
functions (2.3).

Theorem 56: If a induces ( ex, i) and (y,j), and bis the join-irreducible 0-st.ato corresponding
to (ex + 1, i), then a,< b, if and only if (y,j) s (ct,i).

Proof: Assume a1 < b1• If xis any 0-stato not in (ct,i), we have b :F x by the lemma.
in the proof of Theorem 54. Hence y < b, < x,, and x is not in (y,j).

Next assume (y,j) .s;; («,i). Since bis not in ((X,i) it is not in (y,j), and we have a, = y < b1•

Theorem 57: If n is greater than 1 and a induces (tJt,i), then a, = a/ if and only if there
is a 0-signal (y,j) induced by a such that (y,j) s (ct,i) and j =/:- i.

Proof: Assume that such a 0-signal (y,j) exists and yet that a, =/:- a,', Thon by Theorem
27 we may construct a 0-state b with b, = a, + 1 and b, = a,. Thus b is in (y,j) and not
in (ct,i), and we cannot have (y,j) s (ct,i). Therefore a, = a/.

Assume next that a, = a,'. If no 0-signnl (P,i) exists with p > ct, we see that ( oc,i) = O[u]
and hence (y,j) .s;; (oc,i) for every (y,j). If (P,i) docs exist and is induced by some 0-stato c,
we may form n. covering sequence from a to a u c and by Theorem 26 obtain a 0-state
inducing ((X + 1, i). Lot d be tho join-irreducible clement corresponding to (ct + 1, i).
Assume that a, > d, for all j =:/= i. Then if we form e = a u d we see that e, = a, for all
j =:/= i, and c, =a,+ I. Hence e covers a, son Bl e and e, < a,', This would mean a, =:/= a,',
and hence we infer a,< d, for somej -=I= i, Therefore (y,j) s (ct,i) by Theorem 56, for some
(y,j) induced by a.

Theorem 58: Any vector a which, when regarded as a 0-statc, induces only existing
0-signals, and does not violate any inclusion relations among the 0-signals, docs represent
a member of O[u].

Proof: Since a, regarded as a 0-state, induces only existing 0-signals we may attempt
to write it as a join of the join-irreducible elements corresponding to these 0-signals. Let
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this join be a* = b(l) u b{2) u · · · u b(11). Let us assume a* ,:/: a so that a,* -:/= a, for at
least one i. Then there must be some b(j) such that b,(j) > b1(i). Let b(i) induce (a,i) and
b(j) induce (P,j). By the argument of the previous proof we have (a,i) ~ (P - l,j). But
this inclusion relation is violated by the assumption thab a is in (a,i) but not in (P - 1, j).
Hence a* = a and a is in O[tt].

Theorems 57 and 58 may be used to obtain a synthesis method for binary circuits. A
detailed presentation of this technique will appear in a future publication dealing with
synthesis.

In a binary circuit the terminal state a of any 0-state a is obtainable by summing u and a,
and taking the residues of the component~ modulo 2. Also, in the binary case, we see that
a, -=f:. a,' implies a,' equals the complement of a,. Thus we are able to determine explicitly
whether a/ = a, or a,' = ii, from Theorem 57 with a knowledge of the ordering relations
among the 0-signals, provided we know what the other signals may be. But the other
signals are subject only to the limitations described in Theorem 58. Thus, for each signal
a, we obtain a set of restrictions on the function /i· If all these restrictions are applied to
all/,, we obtain a set of conditions which, if consistent, are necessary and sufficient to cause
the circuit to behave in a way described by the lattice O[u].
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